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Abstract 
Recent attention has focused on the need for 
effective mental health services to minority 
populations in the United States. The Hispanic 
community is the second largest minority in the U.S. 
and continues to grow rapidly. Mental health services 
may be facilitated by translation and validation of 
assessment instruments which are psychometrically 
sound and easy to administer. 
Measures of subjective well-being were developed 
in the United States in the 1970s. An interest in 
spiritual well-being, as related to one's general sense 
of health and well-being, led to development of the 
Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) by Paloutzian & 
Ellison (1982). Since that time, the SWBS has become 
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the most extensively researched measure of spiritual 
well-being, and therefore a logical choice for 
translation and use among Hispanic people to measure 
spiritual well-being. 
The SWBS was translated into Spanish and pilot 
tested by Bruce and Stagner (1994). The present study 
provides preliminary validation of the translated 
measure. A convenience sample of 111 people (62 males, 
48 females) from six religious groups of 
Spanish-speaking people in the Pacific Northwest was 
administered the Spanish SWBS. One subsample (~=22) 
was retested after 24 hours to provide an estimate of 
test-retest reliability. A second subsample of 
bilingual subjects (~=36) was administered the 
Snglish SWBS and Spanish SWBS to measure consistency 
across test forms. 
The Spanish SWBS was demonstrated to be a fairly 
reliable instrument, with estimates of internal 
consistency ranging between .83 and .91 on the full 
scale. Test-retest estimates were adequate ( .70). 
Correlation between the English SWBS and the 
Spanish SWBS in the bilingual administration was 
excellent at .92. Future usefulness of the Spanish 
SWBS may include availability as a research 
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measurement, as a measure of therapy outcome, and as 
a tool to facilitate discussion of spiritual issues in 
churches and counseling settings. further studies with 
larger sample sizes, more diversity of spiritual 
backgrounds, and incorporating strengthened methods of 
test orientation, may provide increased psychometric 
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Moral, legal, and ethical guidelines for clinical 
psychologists demand that culturally sensitive mental 
health services be made available to ethnic minorities 
(Corey, Corey, & Callanan, 1993; Ivey, 1990; Sue & Sue, 
1990). Approximately 1 out of every 10 or 11 
Americans is Hispanic (9%), based upon 1990 census 
information. Growth in the Hispanic population 
accounted for 35% of the entire United States 
population growth between 1980 and 1990. By the year 
2050, it is projected that one out of every five 
Americans will be Hispanic (U. S. Bureau of the 
Census, 1993). Hispanics are the second largest 
minority in the United States and are projected to be 
the largest minority by the year 2010 (Day, 1993). 
Studies have found that health services have 
drastically failed to meet the needs of this growing 
population, particularly because Mexican Americans are 
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of low socioeconomic status (Quesada, 1976). The 
problem is compounded by communication barriers 
(Lurie & Lawrence, 1972). Christian clinicians have a 
higher calling beyond an ethical obligation to address 
needs of those who are impoverished (Matthew 25:40-45). 
Mental health services to minorities may be 
facilitated by translation and validation of 
assessment measures which are practical to administer 
and whose psychometric properties are shown sound. 
While not sufficiently exhaustive, recent effort has 
been made toward the translation and validation of 
Spanish health care assessments, including measures of 
physical, mental, and social aspects of health. 
Spanish versions of acculturation measures have also 
been developed to assist in research and validation of 
ne1o1 instruments (Cuellar, Harris, & Jasso, 1980; 
Dana, 1993; Olmedo & Padilla, 1978). Deyo, Diehl, 
Hazuda, and Stern (1985) have developed a concise, 
four question scale to measure acculturation of 
Mexican Americans, which is included in this study as 
part of the demographic data. 
Interest in measures of subjective well-being 
among English-speaking populations has become a part 
of health care since the 1970s when a variety of 
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indicators were developed (Bradburn, 1969; Campbell, 
1981; Campbell, Converse, & Rogers, 1976). Out of 
this movement arose an interest in spiritual 
well-being as related to one's general sense of health 
and well-being. Moberg (1971, 1979a, 1979b; Moberg & 
Brusek, 1978) was a leading theorist attempting to 
discuss and define spiritual well-being, who made a 
call for further research, noting the ttrich 
possibilities for contributing to the quality of human 
life ...• oriented toward helping to meet human needs 
in a wholistic frame of reference" (Moberg, 1979b, 
p. 30 1 ) • 
In answer to this expressed interest in spiritual 
well-being, a growing number of assessment measures 
have been developed since the late 1970s with the 
Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) (Ellison, 1983; 
Paloutz ian & Ellison, 1982) being notable as the 
:nost extensively researched (Benner, 1991). Recent 
efforts have been made to establish norms for the 
SWBS, thereby making it substantially more useful 
(Bufford, Paloutzian, & Ellison, 1991; Ledbetter, 
Smith Vosler-Hunter, & E'ischer, 1991). The SWBS has 
been found to be highly correlated with a number of 
other health measures (Ellison & Smith, 1991). 
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While progress has been made in defining and 
assessing spiritual well-being within English-speaking 
populations, defining and assessing spiritual 
well-being among Spanish-speaking people has gone 
largely unnoticed by the psychological community. 
Of Hispanic Americans, 84% are estimated to be 
cradle Catholics (cited in Heinking, 1990). The fact 
that religious orientation, Catholicism in particular, 
is such a vital element in the ~ispanic culture 
(Hernandez, 1992), makes this oversight a noticeable 
void. The demonstrated validity and reliability of 
the SWBS renders it a reasonable choice for attempting 
to obtain and validate a Spanish translation of the 
instrument to help meet this need. 
A pilot study of a preliminary Spanish translation 
of the SWBS demonstrated a surprisingly high alpha 
reliability of .86 (Bruce & Stagner, 1994), with means 
which were not statistically deviant from samples of 
similar denominations of English-speaking populations. 
One observation made when administering the pilot 
study was the seeming unfamiliarity Hispanic 
participants had with test-taking procedures in 
general. The development of sample questions was 
proposed to facilitate understanding. 
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Based upon the foregoing premises, the purposes 
of this study were: (a) to develop sample questions 
which would orient the participant to test-taking 
procedures, (b) to provide preliminary reliability and 
validity information for this Spanish translation, and 
(c) to explore potential clinical usefulness of the 
Spanish version. Chapter 1 describes historical 
background pertaining to research considerations 
regarding ~ispanics and spiritual well-being. 
Research Considerations Regarding Hispanics 
Definition of Hispanic Population 
The term "Hispanic" is not definitive of a 
particular ethnic origin. It may include: Boricua, 
Chicano, Latin American, Latino, Mexican American, 
Puerto Rican, Raza, Spanish American, Spanish Origin, 
or White Person of Spanish Surname. Hayes-Bautista 
(1980) provides a detailed history of Hispanic labels, 
concluding that the term "Hispanic" is misleading and 
stereotypical. Researchers have utilized a variety of 
criteria to determine appropriateness for inclusion in 
Hispanic studies, including: ability to speak Spanish, 
birth place of parents or self, having a Spanish surname, 
Spanish SWBS 
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and self-identification. Because any one of these 
methods may include or exclude some who might be 
included or excluded from other studies, comparison 
of subjects among studies must be done with caution. 
In a comprehensive study conducted by Human 
Population Laboratory in Alameda, California, to avoid 
the exclusion of any particular group, researchers 
Roberts and Lee (1980a, 1980b) included subjects who met 
any one or more of three possible conditions: (a) 
surname of the head of household, (b) birthplace of 
the parents of the household head or spouse, or (c) 
whether Spanish was spoken in the childhood home of 
either the household head or spouse. This method is 
likely to include some who would be excluded from other 
studies which are based on more limited criteria. 
Such an approach could possibly allow for greater 
generalizability, but may reduce accuracy with respect 
to any one group in particular. 
for the purposes of this study, the term 
"Hispanic" refers to those individuals who are 
identified as Spanish-speaking by means of response to 
questions based on the acculturation scale developed by 
Deyo, et al. (1985). 
Definition of Acculturation 
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Escobar, Burman, Karno, forsythe and Golding 
(1987) define acculturation as "the psychosocial 
changes which occur when individuals from one culture 
come into contact with a host culture" (p. 715). When 
one makes a home in a new country or culture, the 
degree to which one adopts the values, language, and 
customs of the new culture is the degree to which one 
has become accultured. If one does not adopt the new 
culture, then the individual is said to have low levels 
of acculturation. Dana (1993) defines "marginalityn as 
an admixture of traditional culture and new culture. 
The degree of acculturation may be influenced by 
several factors, including: length of time in the host 
country; permanency of the residency in the host 
country; degree of participation in the host culture, 
including occupational, social, and religious; and 
commitment to acculturation. The descendants of many 
Mexican Americans have resided in the United States to 
five generations (Hayes-Bautista, 1980). The degree of 
acculturation achieved by these Mexican Americans may 
be in stark contrast to that achieved by recent Mexican 
immigrants who have come primarily to find employment. 
Measures of Acculturation 
Included in a review by Dana (1993) of 
acculturation measures is the Acculturation Rating 
Scale for Mexican Americans (ARSMA) (Cuellar, et al., 
1980), a 20 item questionnaire designed to measure 
acculturation within a Mexican American population. 
The authors of ARSMA state that their intention was 
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to develop a measure which could be useful in a variety 
of populations, including clinical populations such as 
psychotics and schizophrenics. Validation of ARSMA, 
therefore, was based upon a sample of hospitalized 
Mexican Americans, staff of the hospital, and students 
in a training program. The study concluded that 
Mexican Americans are not homogeneous, varying 
considerably according to level of acculturation. 
Olmedo and Padilla (1978) have also developed a 
20 item questionnaire to measure acculturation of 
Mexican Americans, based upon a study with 68 
subjects. Among conclusions reached, the authors 
noted that language appeared to be the primary 
indicator of the acculturation process. 
Having noted the findings of previous studies on 
measures of acculturation, Deyo et al. (1985) have 
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attempted ta develop a more simplified measure, basing 
the questions on language usage. Faur questions were 
constructed, translated, and administered to a group of 
97 Mexican Americans who were patients presenting with 
back pain ta a county hospital clinic. The four 
questions comprising the scale are: 
1) Same of our patients speak both English and 
Spanish, but many speak only one or the other. 
To improve our future contacts with you, we would 
like to know what language you prefer ta speak. 
(English, Spanish, both equally) 
2) What language is most often spoken in your 
home? (English, Spanish, both equally) 
3) What was your first language as a child? 
(English, Spanish) 
4) Many of our patients have difficulty reading 
in either English or Spanish. Do you read any 
English? (yes, anything; same; very little; 
none). (Deyo et al., 1985, p. 51) 
Further validation was ascertained from 
independent data from a San Antonio heart study of 
1,685 Mexican Americans. Reliability and validity were 
demonstrated to be quite high for the new measure. 
(Please refer to the description of measures in 
Chapter 2 - Methods for further details,) 
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Davis (1992) selected the acculturation scale by 
Deyo et al. (1985) for her validation work on a 
Spanish version of the Patient Satisfaction 
Questionnaire. The brevity, easy administration, 
language emphasis, and good reliability and validity 
of the measure, make the instrument a logical choice 
for inclusion in this study. 
Translation Considerations 
Achieving an accurate translation of an assessment 
measure is far more difficult than merely matching each 
item word-for-word across languages. Hulin and Mayer 
( 1986) note the variety of opinions as to the 
plausibility of obtaining accurate cross-cultural 
translations ranging from a Whorfian position of 
impossibility which views language as governing 
cult:ural ideas (Thomson, 1975; Whorf, 1956), to a 
strong linguistic position which emphasizes the 
unity of mankind. Werner and Campbell (1970) describe 
language as the filter between man and the world. 
In additlon to the literal meaning of a single word, 
one must consider cul~.ural relevancy, idiom, grammar, 
syntax, experiential equivalency, and conceptual 
equivalency (Sechrest, fay, & Zaidi, 1972). 
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Hulin and Mayer (1986) pose the question, ttdo the 
materials elicit psychologically equivalent responses 
consistently across cultures and languages?tt (p. 83). 
Chesney, Chavira, Hall, and Gary (1982) stress the 
importance of including acculturation measures when 
embarking upon cross-cultural research. The importance 
of acculturation is further emphasized by Hendricson, 
Russell, Prihoda, Jacobson, Rogan, and Bishop (1989) 
who point out that even one's beliefs about their own 
personal health status are influenced by their 
cultural orientation. Schulman and Smith (1963) in 
their study of Spanish-speaking villagers in New 
i1exico and Colorado found the predominant criteria for 
defining health to be: (a) a high level of 
physical activity, (b) a well-fleshed body, and (c) 
the absence of pain. Martinez, Martinez, Olmedo, and 
Goldman (1976) note the differences in the concepts 
of ttmalett and "father" between Chicano and Anglo 
high school students compounded by differences between 
genders based upon the patriarchal family structure in 
the Mexican culture. 
Candell and Hulin (1987) define item equivalency 
as evoking ttthe specified response with the same 
probability among individuals with equal amounts of the 
trait" (p. 420). However, one may argue as to whether 
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or not culture affects the degree to which one has 
and/or utilizes a trait. Eysenck (1987) cites three 
dimensions of personality which he believes to be 
universal and therefore valid for comparisons between 
countries: psychoticism, extraversion, and 
neuroticism. Poortinga (1989) believes that a 
universal identity of basic emotions is fairly well 
established, but the expression of such emotions are 
governed by "display rules" that differ from culture 
to culture (p. 743). Even identical responses to items 
may not generalize in cultural meaning, but rather may 
be representative of a whole domain of potential 
interpretation. 
An additional consideration in the translation of 
assessment measures is the test-taking abilities of the 
target culture (Poortinga & Van De Vijver, 1987). 
Sechrest, et al. ( 1972) describe aspects of scale 
translation which are often overlooked or minimized: 
(a) an orientation as to the rationale for the 
instrument, ( b) instructions which are specific as to 
the task, and (c) responses (particularly in the case 
of open-ended questions). Brevity of instructions does 
not insure clarity of translation. Providing adequate 
test-taking instruction is integral to the task. 
Spanish SWBS 
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To achieve the most accurate and meaningful 
translation of an instrument, Hui & Triandis (1985) 
stress that more than one strategy should be employed. 
One of the most common strategies used is 
back-translation (Berkanovic, 1980; Sysenck, 1987; 
Hulin, 1987; Sechrest et al., 1972). Back-translation 
is the process by which a translator, working 
independently from the original translator, translates 
the translated scale back into the source language. 
The original instrument is compared to that which has 
been translated back into the original and differences 
are reconciled. The process may be strengthened by 
having a committee of translators involved to assist 
in the reconciliation of differences. 
Three additional strategies of translation 
validation have been employed in this study. Any one 
method alone may not be considered to be sound 
methodology, but together they comprise a strong 
psychometric evaluation. rirst, a bilingual 
administration is accomplished by having subjects 
complete the instrument in both the source language and 
the target language (Hui & Triandis, 1983; Hui & 
Triandis, 1985; Hulin, 1987; Hulin & Mayer, 1986). 
Second, the relative means of monolingual subjects may 
be compared across cultures (Hulin, 1987). Th is 
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comparison must be made with caution because the 
the distribution of the trait measured may not be 
identical across cultures. Third, a monolingual 
sample may be compared with a bilingual sample. 
This strategy should also be used in conjunction with 
other strategies because bilingual individuals may 
differ in cognitive and semantic structure from 
monolingual individuals, even though they share the 
same language (Hulin, 1987). 
In conclusion, it would seem that a comprehensive 
multistrategy approach is the most appropriate 
approach to obtain a psychometrically sound 
translation. Triandis and Brislin (1984) describe 
reward in cross-cultural research in terms of being 
able to identify "a universal core of meaning of a 
theoretical construct, as well as variations of the 
meaning of the construct in different cultures" (p. 
1014). 
Spanish Translations of Health Status Measures 
A survey of literature has revealed a recent 
surge in the number of scales which have been 
translated into Spanish and psychornetrically evaluated, 




Scales have been translated to measure a 
variety of affective considerations, including: the 
Daily Stress Inventory (Rodriguez-Charbonier & 
Burnette, 1994); the Dysfunctional Attitudes Scale 
(DAS) (Sanz & Vazquez, 1994); Hamilton's Scale for 
Depression (Ramos, Cordero-Villafafila, & Yanez-Saez, 
1994); the Interaction Anxiousness Scale (Sanz, 1994); 
the Spanish Depression Adjective Check Lists (Lubin, 
Schoenfeld, Rinck, & Millham, 1980); and the 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Virella, Arbona, & Novy, 
1994). 
Intellectual Well-Being 
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) has 
been translated into Spanish and factor analyzed 
(Gomez, Piedmont, & Fleming, 1992) along with the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-R) 
(Tamayo, 1990). To assess neuropsychological 
functioning, the Luria-Nebraska Battery is available 
in Spanish (Boget, Hernandez, & Marcos, 1988). 
Physical Well-Being 
The Sickness rrnpact Profile (SIP) 
(Vazquez-Barquera, Arias-Bal, Pena, & Diez-Manrique, 
1991) measures a physical dimension comprised of 
ambulation, mobility, and body movement; a psychosocial 
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dimension comprised of social interaction, 
communication, emotions and feelings, and intellectual 
function; nutrition; sleep and rest; household 
management; recreational and leisure pastimes; and 
work. The Nottingham Health Profile (NHP) (Alonso, 
Anto, & Moreno, 1990) measures energy, pain, 
emotional reactions, sleep, social isolation, and 
mobility. 
?sychological Well-Being 
The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-12 and 
GHQ-28) has been translated into questionnaires of 
various lengths, but". overall, is intended to measure 
unhappiness, anxiety, social inadequacy, and 
hypochondriasis. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (MMPI-2) has been translated into Spanish 
(Lucio, Reyes-l..agunes, & Scott, 1994) as we 11 as the 
Whitaker Index of Schizophrenic Thinking (Godoy, 
Fernandez, Muela, & Roldan, 1994). The Personality 
Inventory for Children (PIC) (Chavez, Allende, & 
Tinoco, 1989) is available in Spanish for assessment 
of children, as well as the Child Behavior Checklist 




There is a Spanish version of the Social 
Behaviour Assessment Schedule (Otero, Navascues, & 
Rebolledo-Moller, 1990). 
Much has been translated in the psychological 
community to assist in the assessment of many facets 
of well-being, but ~one of these appear to measure 
spiritual well-being. The need for a psychometrically 
sound measure is apparent. Bergin (1983) in a 
meta-analysis of religiosity and mental health states: 
Because religious cognitions, emotions, and 
behaviors, as documented here, are so pervasive, 
potential clinicians should understand the 
cultural content of their clients' religious 
world views rather than deny the importance of 
these views and coerce clients into alien 
linguistic and conceptual usages. (p. 180) 
This study is designed to be a small step 
toward enabling clinicians to consider the spiritual 
influences in the lives of their Hispanic clients. 




Definition of Spiritual Well-Being 
In attempting to define "spiritual well-being", 
writers frequently state what is not meant by the term. 
Spiritual well-being is not synonomous with 
religiosity (Moberg, 1979a), spiritual health, or 
spiritual maturity (Ellison, 1983). Religiosity is 
concerned exclusively with man's relationship to God, 
as opposed to spiritual well-being which concerns 
itsel~ with both man's relationship to God and man's 
relationship to life in general--a more holistic 
approach. Spiritual well-being is viewed as an 
expression of spiritual health as "the color of 
one's complexion and pulse rate are expressions of 
good health" (Ellison, 1983, p. 332). further, it is 
not intented to be a dichotomous variable (either 
persons have it or they don't), but rather as a 
continuous variable with individuals varying in levels 
of well-being (Ellison, 1983). 
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The definition of spiritual well-being most 
commonly cited is that of the National Interfaith 
Coalition on Aging (1975): uspiritual well-being is 
the affirmation of life in a relationship with God, 
self, community and environment that nurtures and 
ceJ.ebrates wholeness" ( p. 1). Moberg ( 1979a) defines 
spiritual well-being as "that type of existential 
well-being which incorporates some reference to the 
supernatural, the sacred, or the transcendental" 
19 
(p. 137). Existential well-being is seen as involving 
a sense of purpose, a sense of meaning, a secure and 
stable identity, and a feeling of belonging. 
For the purposes of this paper, spiritual 
well-being shall be defined as that level of 
well-being which one is experiencing in totality, 
taking into account one's relationship to God, self, 
community, and environment. 
Historical Development of the SWBS 
Prior to the 1960s, little attention was paid to 
the subjective quality of one's life. Gurin, Veroff, 
and Feld (1960) conducted one of the first measurements 
of subjective well-being when they undertook a national 
survey of happiness, worries, and experiences. Over 
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the course of the decade, a new movement known as the 
social indicators or quality of life movement arose to 
assess various qualities of life. In 1969, the U.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (1969) 
defined a social indicator as: 
A statistic of direct normative interest which 
facilitates concise, comprehensive, and balanced 
judgments about the condition of major aspects of 
a society. It is in all cases a direct measure 
of welfare and is subject to the interpretation 
that, if it changes in the "right" direction, 
while other things remain equal, things have 
gotten better or people are "better off." (p. 97) 
During this period of time, David Moberg, a 
sociologist, began to call attention to the spiritual 
nature of man in presentations made to the 1965 
annual meetings of the American Catholic Sociological 
Society and the American Scientific Affiliation 
(Moberg, 1979a). In 1971, national recognition came 
when the White House Conference on Aging devoted a 
major section to spiritual well-being. Out of this 
conference, the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging 
was developed to research needs of the aging, including 
aspects of their spiritual well-being. 
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During the later 1970s, a national upsurge in 
religious concerns was identified by a Gallup Poll, 
which noted that 86% of Americans considered their 
religious beliefs to be fairly or very important. 
Moberg (1979a) continued to write, making pleas for 
further research in the area of spiritual well-being. 
During this same time, Ellison began to write 
on loneliness, encouraging mental health professionals 
to become more holistic in orientation, (Sangster & 
Ellison, 1978). In a presentation made to the 
Christian Association for Psychological Studies in 
1981, Ellison and Economos (1981) reported on a study 
conducted to provide preliminary validation of a new 
scale which Paloutzian and Ellison had developed based 
upon Moberg's theory. As part of their concerns about 
loneliness and quality of life, in 1982, Ellison and 
Paloutzian published the Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
(SWBS) (Paloutzian & Ellison, 1982). 
Over the past decade, a plethora of instruments 
have been designed, with adequate reliabilities, to 
measure various aspects of spirituality (Gorsuch, 1984; 
1990). The Spiritual Well-Being Scale is distinguished 
by the massive amount of research completed utilizing 
the scale (Benner, 1991; Butman, 1990). 
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Description of the Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) is a 
self-report instrument composed of 20 items, intended 
to provide a global assessment of spiritual well-being. 
Following Moberg and Brusek's (1978) concept of the 
two-dimensional composition of spiritual well-being--a 
vertical dimension refering to one's relationship to 
God, and a horizontal dimension involving one's 
perception of life and satisfaction without regard to 
specific religiosity--the SWBS is composed of two 
subscales, religious well-being (RWB) and existential 
well-being (EWB), respectively. Each subscale is 
comprised of 10 items, which appear alternately in the 
overall scale. (See Appendix A.) 
Summary of Research Conducted with the SWBS 
For a comprehensive review of research conducted 
between 1982 and 1990, please see Ellison & Smith 
( 1991). 
Acculturation 
Jang (1987) conducted a study among ethnic Chinese 
church-goers in the U.S. and found acculturation, as 
defined by the number of years lived in the United 
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States, to be positively correlated with EWB. Wong 
(1989) also conducted a study with Chinese Americans 
and found a positive correlation between the number of 
years lived in the United States and SWB and RWB. 
Adjustment to physical illness 
In a sample of individuals who were human 
immunodeficient virus (HIV) positive, diagnosed with 
AIDS Related Complex, or diagnosed with AIDS, hope was 
found to be positively correlated with SWB, with EWB 
exhibiting the strongest correlation (Carson, Soeken, 
Shanty, & Terry, 1990). Among dialysis patients, 
global adjustment and acceptance of disability 
correlated positively with SWB (Campbell, 1988). 
Adults diagnosed with cancer who had significantly 
higher levels of SWB were found to have lower levels 
of state-trait anxiety (Kaczorowski, 1989). Persons 
with high SWB scores were found to use fewer analgesics 
in controlling chronic pain (Mullins, 1988). In a study 
of adults with diabetes, SWB was found to be inversely 
related to psychosocial adjustment problems and 
uncertainty (Landis, 1992). SWB was positively 
correlated with social support and mastery (defined as 
the degree of successful adaptation) and negatively 
correlated with uncertainty in a sample of women with 
multiple sclerosis (Crigger, 1993). 
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With acculturation as a possible confounding 
variable, RWB (Wong, 1989), and EWB (Jang, 1987) were 
found to be positively correlated with increased age. 
Hinkle (1994) also found a correlation between SWB and 
increased age, but the sample had a limited age range. 
Bufford (198ll) found no relationship between the SWBS 
and age or gender and concludes that the majority of 
studies find no relationship (Bufford, 1991). 
Gender 
Culture may be a factor in the mixed results found 
with regard to the relationship between SWB and gender. 
Two studies found SWB and female gender to be positively 
correlated (Gagnon, 1993; Mahlangu, 1990) and other 
studies found little or no relationship between SWB and 
gender (Kellums, 1995; Lee, 1991; Wong, 1989). 
Interpersonal well-being 
A greater willingness to face interpersonal 
conflict has been correlated with SWB (Bufford, 1991). 
Ease of dealing with people has been found to correlate 
with SWB and RWB (Bolieu, 1989). Among survivors of 
childhood sexual abuse, SWB was positively correlated 
to forgiveness of the perpetrator (Wilson, 1994). 
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Church. Perception of a warm and caring church 
community has also been demonstrated to correlate with 
SWB, more with EWB than RWB (Ellison et al., 1984). 
Among a group of pastor's wives, SWB was positively 
correlated to role satisfaction (Hack, 1993). 
Loneliness was negatively correlated with SWB in 
Roman Catholic women (Wintermyer, 1992). 
family. Marital adjustment has been found to be 
postively correlated with SWB, particularly in women. 
Marital adjustment in men appears to be more highly 
correlated with EWB. Those married over 40 years 
demonstrated a higher correlation on SWB than those 
married less time (Roth, 1988). A relationship has 
been demonstrated between father's parenting style, 
SWB, RWB, and EWB (Dean, 1988). 
Physical well-being 
EWB subscale scores are found to correlate 
positively with current level of health (Bufford, 
1987). SWB was found to be positively correlated with 
self-ratings of past and present health, as well as 
with being closer to ideal body weight (Hawkins & 
Larson, 1984). SWB has been found to be negatively 




Psychological well-being as measured by the 
Psychological General Well-Being Scale was found to 
correlate positively with the SWBS (Temple, 1987). 
Among two Air National Guard units, EWB was positively 
correlated with current life satisfaction, and SWB 
and EWB were each negatively correlated with a 
j)reference to be alone (Bolieu, 1989). 
Clinical Issues. The MMPI level of 
psychopathology has been negatively correlated with 
EWB (frantz, 1985). Depression has been found to 
correlate negatively with both SWB and EWB, with 
greater strength in EWB (F'ehring, Brennan, & Keller, 
1987). Mood disturbance in pregnant women has been 
found to negatively correlate with SWB (Mitchell, 
1984). In a sample of Mormon psychotherapy clients 
compared with a sample of Mormon church leaders, the 
psychotherapy clients scored lower on EWB (Richards, 
Smith, & Davis, 1989), Individuals with eating 
disorders have been found to have significantly lower 
scores on SWB and EWB than normal populations (Sherman, 
1987). A high correlation has been found between 
moral objection to suicide and RWB (Ellis & Smith, 
1991). In a sample of child molesters, those who 
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reported a history of sexual trauma scored 
significantly lower on the SWB, RWB, and EWB scales 
(Papania, 1988). 
Personality. Assertiveness and SWB are 
positively correlated as opposed to aggressiveness and 
SWB which are negatively correlated (Bufford, 1991; 
Hawkins, 1988; Sherman, 1987). State and trait hope 
have been found to correlate positively with SWB, RWB, 
and EWB (Carson, Soeken, & Grimm, 1988). Internal 
locus of control is related to SWB (Jang, 1987). 
Dependence and shyness are negatively correlated with 
SWB (Bufford, 1991). Perfectionism and SWB have been 
found to be negatively correlated (Ellison, et al., 
1984). In an experimental treatment for perfectionism, 
pretest-posttest measures demonstrated a significant 
increase in EWB (Richards, Owen, & Ste in, 1993). 
Self-concept. Self-esteem and SWB have been 
found to be positively correlated (C::llison, 1983; 
Ellison, Rashid, Pat la, Calica, & Haberman, 1984; 
Wong, 1989). Self-confidence has also been correlated 
with SWB (Hawkins, 1988). Self-concept and SWB were 




Profession of being a Christian has been found 
positively correlated with SWB (Boliou, 1989; Moody, 
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1989). SWB, RWE, and EWB correlate with the number of 
years one professes to be a Christian (Boliou, 198;J; 
Jang, 1987). Importance one places on religion has 
been found to correlate with SWB, RWB, and EWB 
(Bufford, 1984). 
frequency of church attendance and duration of 
personal devotions have been positively correlated to 
SWB and RWB (Bolieu, 1989; Bufford, 1984; Ellison & 
Economos, 1981; Huggins, 1988; Moody, 1989). 
Correlation with church small group attendance has 
also been supported (Huggins, 1988). frequency of 
family devotions correlated with SWB, RWB, and EWE 
(Bufford, 1984). Religious knowledge is correlated 
;vith SWB and RWB (Bufford, 1984; Moody, 1989). SWB 
has been found to correlate with feelings of being 
loved and valued by God (Ellison & Economos, 1981; 
Ellison et al., 1984) and RWB with one's concept of 
God (Lewis, 1988). Attribution to divine control is 
positively related to RWB and EWB (Durham, 1986). 
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Translation of the SWBS into Spanish 
The initial Spanish translation of the SWBS was 
completed by an experienced court interpreter. The 
translation was further verified by a college Spanish 
professor. a regional ethnic ministries director who 
is fluent in Spanish, and two bilingual church 
members. General agreement resulted in minimal 
corrections made to the original translation. 
Pilot study 
The Spanish SWBS was developed and pilot tested 
by Bruce and Stagner (1994). The Spanish SWBS was 
distributed to leaders within churches of three major 
denominations: Catholic (two samples)'· Conservative 
Baptist, and criends. Of the 115 participants (55 male 
and 51 female), 33 were returned by mail, and 32 were 
administered and collected by one of the researchers 
during a Sunday morning service of a Spanish-speaking 
church. All of the subjects were residents of the 
Pacific Northwest. Participation was voluntary. 
Approximately 10% of the questionnaires returned were 
not included in the study because of obvious error in 
response patterns, for example, marking the same 
response to all questions. 
Pilot study results 
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The mean age of participants was 34 years with a 
range from 15 to 76 years of age. The average number 
of years as a Christian was reported as 20 years with 
a range of o to 73 years. The number of years in the 
United States averaged 15 years with a range of 1 to 
60 years. Reliability (alpha) for the full scale SWB 
was .86. See Appendix B for demographic means and 
reliabilities. 
When denominational Spanish-speaking means were 
compared with appropriate English-speaking norms, no 
significant differences were found. See Appendix 8 
for a comparison of norms. Age and the number of 
years in the United States were positively correlated 
with SWB. 
The Spanish version and an English version of the 
SWBS was administered to a bilingual group of 7 
participants. Correlations on the SWB, RWB, and EWB 
ranged from .93 to ,99, Because of the small sample 
size, reliability was not determined. 
Overall, the Spanish version of the SWBS was 
demonstrated to be a fairly reliable instrument based 
upon the internal reliability of the denominations 
sampled, individually and collectively. One reason 
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response patterns was unfamiliarity with test-taking 
procedures. This conclusion was based on the 
observation of the researcher administering the test. 
The scale was hypothesized to be strengthened if 
some sample questions were added to demonstrate 
test-taking procedures. Comment was also made that 
negatively worded items were troublesome to 
test-takers. 8an (1993) encountered the same problem 
in translating "negatively phrased" items into Korean 
for a translation of the Minnesota Multiphasic 
?ersonali ty Inventory-2 ( MMPI-2). 
Summary 
3 1 
crom 1980 to 1989, the Hispanic population in the 
United States increased at a rate five times faster 
than the general population (Hendricson, Russell, 
Prihoda, Jacobson, Rogan, Bishop, & Castillo, 1989). 
Mental health services must be developed to meet the 
needs of this growing population. A holistic 
approach for mental health professionals in the 
understanding and treatment of clientele necessarily 
involves some assessment of spirituality. Clarke 
( 1987) states, "the SWB scale is currently the best 
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measure of the construct of spiritual well-being 
available" (p. 102). The development and validation 
of a Spanish version of the Spiritual Well-Being 
Scale is a small, but healthy step in the right 
direction. 
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Chapter 1 reviewed the historical background 
pertaining to research considerations regarding 
rtispanics and spiritual well-being. Based upon the 
perceived need for a psychometrically sound instrument 
to measure spiritual well-being among Hispanics, the 
purposes of this study were: (a) to develop sample 
questions which would orient the subject to test-taking 
procedures; (b) to provide preliminary reliability and 
validity information for the Spanish SWBS by 
including test-retest, and bilingual administrations; 






Based upon previous research, a need has been 
demonstrated for the translation and validation of an 
instrument to assess spiritual well-being among 
Spanish-speaking people. The Spiritual Well-Being 
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Scale (SWBS) by Paloutzian and Ellison (1982) has been 
shown to be the most reasonable choice of instrument for 
~easuring spiritual well-being and is appropriate for 
translation and validation. A simple language-based 
acculturation scale for Mexican Americans by 
Deyo, et al. (1985) has been used as an effective 
means of measuring acculturation levels for purposes 
of scale validation studies. 
The present study was designed to provide 
preliminary validation of a Spanish translation of the 
Spiritual Well-Being Scale. Chapter 2 sets forth the 
procedures used and is divided into four sections: 
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(a) a description of subjects sampled; (b) explanation 
of materials used, including a consent form, a brief 
demographic questionnaire, an acculturation scale, 
and the Spiritual Well-Being Scale; (c) description 
of procedures followed; and (d) a summary of design. 
Subjects 
Participants for the study included 111 
Spanish-speaking adults recruited from a family camp, 
a Bible college, an interdenominational conference, and 
churches in the Pacific Northwest area. The 
convenience sample consisted of 62 men and 48 
women, plus one who did not indicate gender. The 
subjects ranged in age from 18 to 69. 
Subjects were primarily of Mexican descent, as 
is generally true of Spanish-speaking people in the 
Pacific Northwest. The majority of subjects 
identified themselves as Baptist (see ~ppendix C 
for demographic information). 
Requirements for participation in the study 
included the ability to speak and read Spanish, 
attainment of 18 or more years of age, and agreement 
to participate. Spanish literacy was operationally 
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determined by participants' self-report in response to 
a demographic question which asks the degree to which 
the participant reads Spanish. 
Of the 111 questionnaires which were returned, 
9 were excluded from the study based upon the 
following: 4 questionnaires left greater than 25% of 
the questions unanswered, 2 questionnaires were 
completed by subjects who were under 18 years of age, 
2 questionnaires were submitted by subjects who 
indicated they could not read Spanish well, and 




Sach participant was required to sign a consent 
form to be included in the study. The consent form 
was comprised of a single paragraph and signature line 
requesting participation, assurance of confidentiality, 
and information regarding who to contact if any 
questions arise. The consent form was distributed 
and collected separately from other test instruments 




A brief demographic questionnaire requested 
information to describe sample and to examine effects 
of gender, age, denomination, the number of years 
lived in the United States, the number of years one 
has been a Christian, and ethnicity (see Appendix E 
for a copy of the demographic questionnaire). 
Acculturation Scale 
A language based acculturation scale has been 
developed by Deyo et al. ( 1985) in response to a 
perceived need for a shorter instrument to be used as 
a part of larger health questionnaires. Four 
questions based on language usage were developed to 
measure acculturation and were administered to two 
populations sampled in an attempt to provide 
reliability and validity. The first study involved 
97 Mexican Americans who were patients presenting with 
low back pain to a hospital clinic. The second study 
involved 1,685 Mexican Americans who were part of a 
heart study in San Antonio. 
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These two samples resulted in significant 
correlational data linking this scale with ethnicity, 
place of birth, generation within the United States, 
and type of neighborhood, thereby establishing a 
preliminary construct validity. The initial sample of 
97 produced a Guttman (1944) coefficient of 
reproducibility of .97 and a coefficient of scalability 
of .89. The heart study sample of 1,685 produced a 
coefficient of reproducibility of .96 and a coefficient 
of scalability of .81, among those who were Mexican 
American. A comparison of acculturation scale scores 
with a 5-point scale of language fluency, rated by 
interviewer, provided a Spearman Correlation of .79. 
Because the measure was initially constructed to 
assess health care issues, test-takers are referred to 
as "patients." The study at hand is not centered 
around a medical community. Therefore, the word 
"personas" (meaning "people") has been substituted for 
the word "patients," where it occurs. Additionally, 
since no plans have been made for a follow-up study, 
the words "to improve our future contacts with you" 
were deleted from the measure administered herein. 
Additionally, to provide a means of responding to 
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Spanish reading ability, the question was added, "do 
you read Spanish?" (see Appendix E for the adapted 
measure of acculturation). The proposed changes in 
wording are not anticipated to affect test validity. 
Acculturation scores range from 0 (least 
acculturated) to 4 (most acculturated). See Table 
for method of scoring. Analysis of data will include 
examination of the relationship between acculturation 
scores and scale scores. 
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) was first 
published in an article by Paloutzian and Ellison 
(1982) and again in Ellison (1983). The SWBS is a 
self-report questionnaire comprised of 20 items 
designed to measure spiritual well-being (SWB), 
religious well-being (RWB), and existential well-being 
(EWB). RWB is a measure of one's relationship to God, 
therefore each item makes reference to God. Because 
EWB measures one's perception of life and satisfaction 
without regard to religiosity, the items comprising 
this subscale contain no direct reference to God. 
SWB is a composite score of the two subscales 
RWB and EWB, with questions alternating between the 
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Scoring for Language-based Acculturation Scale 
Scale i!: e rn Responses Responses 
(paraphrased) scored 1 scored 0 
Preferred language English Spanish or 
both 
Home language English or Spanish 
both 
F'irst language English Spanish 
Read English Any positive None 
response 
Note. from "A Simple Language-based Acculturation 
Scale for Mexican Americans: Validation and 
Appli.cation to Health Care Research" by R. A. Deyo, 
A. K. Diehl, :L Hazuda, and M. P. Stern, 1985, 
American Journal of Public Health, 75, p. 52. 
Copyright 1984 by American Journal of Public Health. 




two subscales. ~leven of the items are stated in a 
positive direction, with nine stated in a reversed 
negative direction in an attempt to avoid response set 
biases (Anastasi, 1988). Each statment is rated on a 
6-point modified Likert scale which ranges from 
Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree. 
Reliability 
Test-retest reliabilities of the SWBS full scale 
have been found to range from .82 to ,99, and from 
.73 to .99 on the two subscales, all of which are 
significant at the£< .001 level. for a 
comprehensive review of reliability of the SWBS, see 
Brinkman, 1989. Internal consistency reliabilities 
range from . 89 to . 94 on the full scale and from . 78 to 
,94 on the subscales (Brinkman, 1989; Bufford, 
Paloutzian, & Ellison, 1991). Intratest correlations 
have been found to be high between SWB-RWB and SWB-EWB, 
but are lower between RWB-EWB. These findings are 
logical because the subscales each comprise one-half of 





The face validity of the SWBS is quite good 
(Bufford et al., 1991), Ledbetter, Smith, Fischer, 
Vosler-Hunter, and Chew (1991) evaluated the factor 
structure of the SWBS and found a two-factor model to be 
superior to a one-factor model, but noted that there is 
room for improvement. Based upon a significant number 
of studies demonstrating the construct validity of the 
SWBS, Ledbetter, Smith, Fischer, Vosler-Hunter, and Chew 
(1991) state: "a criticism of the SWBS for the global 
lack of construct validity is not founded" (p. 99). 
Correlation with Other Scales 
SWB and subscales RWB and EWB are positively 
correlated with each other (Bufford, 1984; Wintermyer, 
1992). Additionally, the SWBS has been correlated 
with a number of other scales. 
Emotional well-bein~ measures. Scales measuring 
emotional well-being which have been correlated with 
the SWBS include the State-Trait Hope Scale (Carson, 
Soeken, & Grimm, 1988); the Beck Hopelessness Scale 
(Carson et al., 1990); the Reasons for Living 
Inventory (Ellis & Smith, 1991); the UCLA Loneliness 
Scale and the Purpose in Life Test, (Ellison, 1983); 
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the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Kaczorowski, 1989); 
Rosenberg's self-esteem scale (Sllison & Economos, 
1981; Ellison et al., 1984); the Integration 
Inventory; and the Philadelphia Geriatric Center 
Morale Scale (Ruffing-Rahal, 1991). 
Marital assessment. The Dyadic Adjustment Scale 
has been correlated with the SWBS (Mahlangu, 1990; 
Roth, 1988). 
?ersonality measures. Among personality 
measures correlated with the SWBS are the 
Interpersonal Behavior Survey (Bufford, 1991); the 
Psychological General Well-Being Scale (Temple, 1987); 
and the Supernatural Locus of Control Scale (Durham, 
19 86). 
Religious scales. Other religious scales 
correlated with the SWBS :nclude the Religious 
Orientation Scale and Spiritual Maturity Index 
(Bufford, 1984); the Christian Lifestyle Scale; the 
Spiritual Leadership Qualities Inventory; the Religious 
Status Interview; the Lifestyle Inventory; the 
Spiritual Maturity Index; Intrinsic Religious 
Orientation (Sllison, 1983); and the Shepherd Scale 




Bufford et al. (1991) have made the first 
substantive effort toward establishing norms for the 
SWBS. For a summary of their findings see Table 2. 
SWBS scores which differ by 5 or more points and RWB 
and EWB scores which differ by 3 or more points from 
established norms are considered to be significant 
(Bufford, Bentley, Newenhouse, & Papania, 1986). 
Usefulness 
The SWBS has been found to be negatively skewed 
(scores concentrated at the high end) with a 
significant ceiling effect (Bufford et al., 1991; 
~edbetter, Smith, Vosler-Hunter, & Fischer, 1991). 
The ceiling effect limits the scale's usefulness to 
low scores. The SWBS is unable to accurately 
discriminate among individuals who are spiritually 
healthy. The SWBS does, however, serve as an excellent 
indicator of those who are experiencing spiritual 
distress. 
The SWBS, EWB in particular, has been found to be 
correlated with measures of social desirability (Ellis 
& Smith, 1991). With a sample of 172 church members 
Moody (1989) found that the SWBS was susceptible to 
Tab le 2 
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Jescriptive Statistics for Religious Groups on SWBS 
Sample N M SD 
Spiritual Weli-Being 
Davis et al. ( 1987) 
Alliance 330 103.00 12. 30 
Durham ( 198 6 I 1988 ) 
Assembly of God 4 1 109.88 11. 58 
Conservative Baptist 24 108.58 8.98 
United Methodist 32 99.09 13.48 
Born again 143 108. 13 11. 08 
Ethical Chri:.:t.ian 33 93,42 14. 63 
Huggins ( 19 88) 
Conservative Baptist 285 105.93 12.59 
Lewis (1986/1988) 
Unitarians 45 82.81 15.02 
Mueller (1987/1988) 





Davis et al. (~987) 
Alliance 330 
Durham ( 198 7 / 1988 ) 
Assembly of God 41 
Conservative Baptist 24 
United Methodist 32 
Born again 143 
Ethical Christian 33 
Huggins ( 1988 ) 














54. 77 6. 14 
34. 10 13. 03 
54. 75 5.92 




Da ''is et al. ( 1987) 
Alliance 330 
Durham (1987/1988) 
Assembly of God 41 
Conservative Baptist 24 
United Methodist 32 
Born again 143 
Ethical Christian 33 
Huggins ( 1988) 
Conservative Baptist 285 
Le1-1 is (1986/1988) 
Unitarians 45 
Mueller (1987/1988) 





5 3. 15 6.78 
52.37 6. 03 
49.47 7.29 
52.58 6.31 
46.67 7. 78 
51. 19 7. 3 3 
48.71 7.57 
51. 25 5.88 
Note. From ttNorms for the Spiritual Well-Being Scalett 
by R. K. Bufford, R. F. Paloutzian, and C. W. Ellison, 
1991, Journal of Psychology and Theology, ..!..2.• 56-70. 
Copyright 1991 by Rosemead School of Psychology. 
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faking bad, but there was no distinction between the 
fake good group and the honest group. Bufford (1991) 
argues that "psychologically healthy persons generally 
present themselves with a degree of positive 
distortion, anct that this is a valid indicator of 
healthy functioning" (p. 10). Struble (1991), however, 
found no correlation between the SWBS and the 
Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale. The degree 
to which the SWBS may be susceptible to social 
desirability distortion is unclear, but should be 
taken into consideration when evaluating potential 
usefulness. 
A few studies have been conducted using the SWBS 
as an outcome measure for research of therapeutic 
interventions (Bufford, Renfroe, & Howard, 1995; 
:lichards, Smith, & Davis, 1989; Toh & Tan, 1995; 
Toh, Tan, Osburn, & raber, 1994). Hall, Tisdale, and 
arokaw (1994) call attention to the importance of 
using measures such as the SWBS to research issues of 
clinical significance. The high test-retest 
reliability estimates of the SWBS may suggest its 
potential usefulness in clinical settings. 
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The Spanish Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
The English SWBS was translated into Spanish 
and pilot tested by Bruce and Stagner (1994) as a 
first step toward the development of the Spanish SWBS, 
as described in chapter 1. The Spanish SWBS was 
demonstrated to be fairly reliable Nith an estimate of 
.86 for the full scale. 7he primary objective of 
the present study is to strengthen preliminary 
reliability and validation analysis of the Spanish 
SWBS by including test-retest and bilingual test 
administrations in the study design. 
Procedures 
The first step taken in this study was to develop 
three sample items designed to orient the participant 
to test-taking procedures. In an attempt to represent 
the item composition of the scale, the first sample 
item is a negative statement, "I don't know how many 
grains of sand are on the beach," which is true, the 
second sample item is a positive statement, "I know my 
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name," Nhich is true, and the third sample item is a 
negative statement, "I don't know my age," which is 
false. The sample items were translated by a college 
Spanish professor and then verified by two bilingual 
people involved in ethnic ministries, according to the 
methods of developing an accurate translation as 
discussed in chapter 1. 
The Spanish version of the SWBS was translated 
back into English by a Hispanic missionary. See 
Appendix: for a copy of the back translation. 
:ew significant differences emerged between the 
original translation and the back translation. Minor 
differences were reconciled, on scale items 9 and 16, 
among those involved in the translation process. 
The first group of data was collected in April, 
May, and June of 1994. Prospective subjects were 
invited to participate as they arrived and registered 
at a religious camp which was held for Spanish-speaking 
families at Tadrnor conference grounds in Oregon. 
Participants were told, by the researcher through a 
translator, that the purpose of the study was to help 
develop a Spanish translation of a test designed to 
measure spiritual well-being. Participants were 
assured of the confidentiality of their responses by 
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indicating that there was no need to put their name on 
the test itself. As an incentive to participate, a 
drawing was advertised whereby those having completed 
the instrument could have their name entered for a 
chance to win several books on display. On the second 
day of the conference, approximately 24 hours later, 
participants were invited to complete a second Spanish 
SWBS. To insure confidentiality, test-retest forms 
were matched on the basis of demographic information. 
Participants were asked if they were 18 years of 
age or older, whether or not they could speak and read 
Spanish, and if they could speak and read Spanish, 
whether or not they could also speak and read English. 
Those who volunteered to participate and met the 
criteria for inclusion were given either a 
Spanish-only version or a bilingual version of 
the instruments, depending upon their ability to speak 
and read English. The Spanish-only version consisted 
of a consent form which was separate from all other 
documents, a demographic questionnaire containing 
demographic questions as well as the acculturation 
scale questions, and the Spanish SWBS. 
The bilingual version consisted of a consent 
form which was separate from all other documents; a 
Spanish SWBS 
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demographic questionnaire containing demographic 
questions as well as the acculturation scale questions, 
and both English and Spanish versions of the SWBS 
separated by a page instructing the participant not to 
refer back to the first page when working on the 
second page (for examples of the instruments, see 
Appendix G). For the bilingual administration, the 
order of Spanish and English SWBS versions were 
alternated with each participant. 
Data collection was continued in March and April, 
1996, following the same procedures, excluding the 
offering of books as incentive to participate and 
the retest administration. The researcher administered 
Spanish-only and bilingual versions of the Spanish 
SWBS to those in attendance at a Catholic church in 
Longview, Washington, at an interdenominational Bible 
conference in Portland, Oregon, and in a Bible class 
at Western Evangelical Seminary in Portland, Oregon. 
Church leaders at a Catholic church in Vancouver, 
Washington, and a Baptist church in Salem, Oregon, 
voluntarily administered the same instruments to 
their congregations and returned the data to the 




The design included statistical analysis of 
the Spanish SWBS to establish preliminary measures of 
validity and reliability by examining (a) internal 
consistency through item analysis, taking into account 
the level of acculturation; (b) correlation between 
two administrations of the Spanish SWB in the 
test-retest subsample; and (c) correlation between 
responses to the Spanish SWB and the English SWB in 
the bilingual subsample. Statistical analyses were 
performed using SPSS which displayed several types 
of statistics, including Cronbach' s alpha; 
descriptive and summary statistics; and correlation 
matrices. 
Validity 
Test validity is concerned with whether the test 
measures what it purports to and how well it measures 
the construct. One method of establishing construct 
validity is to compare a new test (the Spanish SWB) 
with a previously established test (the English SWB) 
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which measures the same general construct (Anastasi, 
1938). By means of a Pearson product-moment 
correlation which was designed to measure the degree of 
linear relation between two variables, each bilingual 
person's score was compared between the English SWB and 
the Spanish SWB. 
Reliability 
Reliability measures the consistency across 
items, across time, across scorers, or across test 
forms. Scales may be tested on different occasions or 
may be tested with different sets of equivalent items. 
Interitem analysis and test-retest correlation are the 
methods employed in this study to make preliminary 
estimates of reliability. A correlation coefficient 
(~) is that which expresses the degree of linear 
relationship between scores, and ~ was used as the 
measure of test-retest consistency. 
Interitem analysis is a method of estimating 
internal reliability as assessed by the coefficient 
alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Items similar in content 
should intercorrelate. Consistency is determined 
by contrasting individual item covariances across 
all items with the variance of total scores. Low 
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item covariance may be caused by two or more sources 
of error, such as content sampling and 
heterogeneity of the domain sampled (Anastasi, 1988). 
~eliability is then strongest when the collection of 
test items is homogenous in content. 
Summary 
This chapter focused on the methods used to 
obtain a preliminary validation of the Spanish SWBS. 
The total sample for the study was comprised of 111 
Spanish-speaking adults, including 62 males and 48 
females, plus one who did not indicate gender. The 
ages of participants ranged from 18 to 69. A review 
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of the instruments used in the study included the 
consent form, the demographics questionnaire containing 
the acculturation scale items, the Spiritual Well-Being 
Scale, and the Spanish Spiritual Well-Being Scale. 
Sample questions were added to the Spanish SWBS and a 
back-translation obtained. Finally, administration 





This chapter presents results obtained from the 
study herein-described, in an attempt to provide 
preliminary validation for the Spanish SWBS. The 
chapter is divided into four sections which display 
descriptive statistics for the demographic variables 
for the total sample (~=111), the test-retest 
subsample (Q=22), and the bilingual subsample 
(Q=36). The fourth section presents estimates of 
reliability and validity. 
Of the total sample (~=111 ), 9 questionnaires 
were excluded from the study based upon the following: 
~ questionnaires left greater than 25% of the questions 
unanswered, 2 questionnaires were completed by subjects 
who were under 18 years of age, 2 questionnaires were 
submitted by subjects who indicated they could not 
read Spanish well, and 1 questionnaire had the same 
response marked for all questions. Of those retained, 
96.2% indicated they read Spanish completely. Table 3 
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displays descriptive statistics for questions regarding 
language usage. For all samples, missing responses to 
scale questions were replaced by mean responses of the 
total sample (Gorsuch, 1983; G. H. Roid, personal 
communication, April 29, 1996), Raw data is displayed 
in Appendix H. 
Demographics for Total Sample 
Descriptive statistics for the demographic 
variables from the total sample (!I_:l 11) are 
presented in Table 4. The sample was comprised of 62 
males (56%), 48 females (44%), and 1 missing. The 
majority of the sample indicated they were of Mexican 
descent ( 72%) (see Figure 1). Ages ranged from 13 to 
69 years with an average age of 34 years (see Figure 2). 
The amount of time lived in the United States ranged 
from 1 month to 67 years, with an average of 13 years. 
Levels of acculturation were low, ranging from O to 4, 
with an average of 1.3 for the sample, excluding 8 
cases wherein a subject failed to complete the 
pertinent questions and the 7 pilot test subjects who 
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Descriptive Statistics of Demographic variables 
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aCharismatic:;Assembly of God, foursquare, and 
Pentecostal. bOther:;friends, Mennonite, and Quaker. 
The length of time attributed to being a 
Christian ranged from 2 months to 69 years, with an 
average of 17 years for the total sample. The 
majority of those reporting a denomination were 
Baptist (53%), however, 32% of the total sample did 




One of the better measures of acculturation is 
probably the ability to read English, which was 
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Figure 3 Levels of acculturation by sample. (Total sample !1 = 96. Test-




Number of years in the United States was positively 
correlated with Spanish SWB and RWB. Since ability to 
read English and number of years lived in the United 
States both relate to one's level of acculturation, a 
possible interpretation of these results might be that 
some aspects of acculturation are related to increased 
spiritual well-being. A more likely interpretation of 
these results is that increased exposure to the English 
language and test-taking procedures allows test-takers 
tQ score higher because of greater understanding of 
testing processes. Correlations between demographic 
variables and scale scores are presented in Appendix I. 
Test-Retest Subsample Demographics 
Descriptive statistics for the demographic 
variables from the test-retest subsample (~=22) are 
presented in Table 5, The sample was comprised of 
14 males (67%) and 7 females (33%), with 1 subject not 
reporting. The majority of the sample indicated that 
they were of Mexican descent (59%) (see Figure 4). 
Ages ranged from 22 to 63 years with an average age of 
35 (see Figure 2). The amount of time lived in the 




Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Variables 
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an average of 17 years for the sample. Levels of 
acculturation were low, ranging from O to 3, with an 
average of 1.4 for the sample (see figure 3). 
The length of time attributed to being a 
Christian ranged from 2 months to 57 years, with an 
average of 17 years. The majority of those reporting 
a denomination were Baptist (93%), however, 32% of the 
sample did not respond to that question. Demographic 
variables, including acculturation, were found to have 
no significant correlation to scale scores. 
Cnrrelations between demographic variables and scale 
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Figure 4. Heritage of test-retest subsample. (.O. = 22). 
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Bilingual Subsample Demographics 
Descriptive statistics for the demographic 
variables from the bilingual subsample (~=36) are 
presented in :able 6. The sample was comprised of 
20 males (56%) and 16 females (44%). The majority of 
the sample were of Mexican descent (45%) (see ~igure 5). 
Ages ranged from 19 to 69 years with an average age of 
38 (see figure 2). The amount of time lived in the 
United States ranged from 1 to 67 years, with an 
average of 24 years for the sample. Levels of 
acculturation ranged from 1 to 4, with an average of 
2.0 for the sample, not including the 7 pilot test 
subjects who were not administered the acculturation 
scale (see Figure 3). 
The length of time attributed to being a 
Christian ranged from 1.5 to 69 years, with an 
average of 23 years. The majority of those reporting 
a denomination were Baptist (44%), however, 31% of the 
sample did not respond to that question. 
~cculturation was not significantly related to 
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aCharismatic:Assernbly of God, Foursquare, and 
Pentecostal. bOther:friends, Mennonite, and Quaker. 
SWB and EWB, but was not significantly related to the 
Spanish S~BS. Number of years of being a Christian was 
positively correlated with Spanish SWB, Spanish EWB, and 
English RWB scale scores. Based on a t-test for 
independent samples (see Table 7 for statistics), order 
of presentation (Spanish SWBS administered first versus 
English SWBS administered first) had no significant 
effect on mean scale scores, but was related to the 
variances of the scores in the two orders of 
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Levene's Test for Equality of Variances on Bilingual 
Subsample Scores By Order of Presentation 
Scales M SD F E. 
Spanish SWBS 2.66 . 112 
Spanish First 111. 22 7.52 
":nglish first 110. 50 13. 80 
Spanish RWBS .59 .446 
Spanish First 57.56 3. 15 
::nglish First 5 7. 22 4.67 
S;ianish EWBS 3.60 .066 
Spanish First 5 3. 67 5.05 
English First 53.28 9. 71 
English SWBS 4.23 .047 
Spanish First 113. 22 7. 73 





Scales M SD f E 
English RWBS 1. 83 . 186 
Spanish first 57,83 3.81 
English first 56. 44 5.89 
English EWBS 5,56 .024 
Spanish first 55. 39 4.35 
English first 52.89 9.98 
Note. E,=36, 18 for each order of presentation. 
before the English SWBS demonstrated significantly less 
variability on the English SWB and EWB, than those who 
received the English SWBS first. Spanish SWBS scores 
were not significantly affected. Correlations between 
demographic variables and scale scores are presented in 
Appendix K. 
Reliability and Validity 
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Sstimates of internal consistency reliability 
(alpha) ranged from .83 to .91 on the Spanish SWBS, 
. 68 to . 87 on the subscale RWBS, and . 74 to • 84 on 
the subscale EWBS. Internal reliability estimates were 
higher on the second administration of the Spanish SWBS 
in the test-retest subsample. See Table 8 for 
reliability statistics. Estimates of internal 
consistency for the English SWBS, based upon the 
bilingual subsample, are also presented in Table 8, 
and are slightly higher than Spanish SWBS reliability 
estimates. 
The test-retest stability of the Spanish SWBS was 
analyzed by computing a Pearson correlation 
coefficient, estimated as follows: (a) SWBS £=.70, 
.E_<.001; (b) RWBS £=.65, £=.001; and (c) EWBS .£:::.62, 
.E_::.002. All significance levels in this study were 
two-tailed. Retest interval was 24 hours. See Table 9. 
Estimates of validity were computed by comparing 
the scores of bilingual subjects on the English SWBS 
to their respective scores on the Spanish SWBS by 
Table 8 
Internal Consistenciesa of the SWBS 
Total Sampleb Test Retestc 
Spanish 
SWB .83 .87 . 91 
RWB .68 . 8 3 .87 














Note. aCronbach's (1951) alpha. bn:111. cn=22. dE=36. 
means of a Pearson product-moment correlation. The 
Spanish SWBS was found to be highly correlated with 
the English SWBS, with estimates as follows: (a) SWBS 
_c=.92, _e_<.001; (b) RWBS E_:.81, J?.<.001; and 
(c) EWBS E_:.93, E_<.001. See Table 10. 
When rounded, mean scores for the Baptist sample 




Test-Retesta Pearson Correlations of the Spanish SWBS 
Scales .!: .£ 




a Retest interval was 24 hours. 
the English norms reported by Huggins (1988) for 
Baptists. See Table 11. Appendix L displays 




Results from the total sample, the test-retest 
subsample, and the bilingual subsample were reported 
in this chapter. Demographics were summarized. No 
correlation was found between the acculturation 
measure and scale scores, indicating an absence of 
Table 10 
Pearson Correlation Between Spanish SWBS 
































heavy bias due to acculturation status. One element 
of acculturation, ability to read English, was 
positively correlated with Spanisn SWB, RWB, and EWB, 
in the total sample, highlighting the importance of 
orientation to test-taking skills. In the bilingual 
subsample, those who received the Spanish version 
first demonstrated less variability in scores than 
those who received the English version of the SWBS 
first, thereby emphasizing the usefulness of having 
the translated measure available for Hispanic people. 
Internal reliabilities for the scales ranged from 
adequate to excellent ( .68 to .92). Test-retest 
stability was adequate (.62 to ,70), especially for 
the total score, SWB. Correlations between Spanish 





This concluding chapter is divided into five 
sections: (a) summary of findings with regard to 
objectives, methods, and results; (b) discussion of 
limitations associated with the study; (c) emphasis 
on need for further research; (d) recommendations 
for future use of the Spanish SWBS; and (e) conclusion. 
Summary of Objectives, Methods, and Results 
Spiritual well-being has become an area of 
interest for psychologists over the past 2 decades. 
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-IV) has included spiritual problems as a 
V-code, scales have been developed to measure spiritual 
health, and writers are including spiritual concerns in 
a holistic approach to mental health among 
English-speaking populations. Within psychology 
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literature, there is a void of assessment instruments 
designed to measure spiritual well-being in 
Spanish-speaking populations. The primary goal of this 
study was to provide preliminary reliability and 
validity of a Spanish SWBS, to address this need. 
To provide estimates of reliability and validity, 
the Spanish SWBS was administered by three different 
methods: total sample (Spanish-only), test-retest, 
and bilingual. Internal consistency estimates 
demonstrated good overall SWBS reliability and 
adequate subscale reliability. Test-retest 
reliability was adequate. Based upon the bilingual 
administration, estimates of validity were excellent. 
Validity was further demonstrated by comparison of 
mean scores of Baptists on the Spanish SWBS to norm 
scores for Baptists on the English SWBS, with no 
significant differences. 
Gender, age, heritage, denomination, and level 
of acculturation were not significantly related to 
the Spanish SWBS or subscales RWB and EWB. The number 
of years as a Christian was not related to SWB in the 
total sample, but was correlated with the Spanish SWBS 
and EWB in the bilingual subsample. Jang (1987) also 
found a correlation between spiritual well-being and 
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number of years lived as a Christian in his study of 
Chinese Americans. These findings may be related to 
acculturation issues, since most studies among 
English-speaking populations have found no 
relationship between SWB and number of years as a 
Christian. Further, Ellison (1983) specifically 
delineates a difference between spiritual well-being 
and spiritual maturity, noting the possibility for a 
newborn Christian to experience a "positive sense of 
spiritual well-being" while still in a state of 
spiritual immaturity. In some samples 
denominational factors may account for a correlation 
between spiritual well-being and years a Christian. 
In this study the researcher noted a tendency for 
Catholics to consider themselves Christians all their 
lives (individual ages were frequently equivalent to 
the number of years a Christian on demographic 
questionnaire), as opposed to some Protestants who 
tend to identify a particular point at which they 
label themselves a Christian. 
Positive correlations between the number of years 
lived in the United States and the Spanish SWBS and RWB 
are consistent with Wong's (1989) results. One 
possible interpretation may be made in conjunction 
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with the finding that ability to read English was also 
positively correlated with the Spanish SWBS, RWB, and 
EWB. In the process of data collection, it was noted 
that many Hispanic subjects were unfamiliar with 
test-taking procedures and purposes, demonstrated by 
looks of puzzlement and questioning. At one church, 
approximately 25 questionnaires were distributed, 
but only one was returned. Those who have lived in 
the United States longer are more likely to have 
learned English, and also to have become more familiar 
with the commonality of test-taking, test-taking 
procedures, and purposes. ~or example, a test is 
required to obtain a driver's license in the United 
States. Motivation to complete and return a test may 
be dependent upon understanding the purpose and 
usefulness of the test. 
Ability to read English and years lived in the 
United States are important aspects of acculturation. 
The measure used in this study to assess levels of 
acculturation was scored on a range of 0-4. The 
limited range of acculturation scores may have also 
limited the potential for significant correlational 
findings with the Spanish SWBS. 
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The high mean scores on the Spanish SWBS 
demonstrates a commonality with the English SWBS in 
that both translations had score distributions that are 
negatively skewed with a ceiling effect. 
Limitations of Study 
Sample Size and Composition 
The sample sizes of the total sample (~=111) 
and the bilingual subsample (E=36) were adequate, 
though not representative of other geographical areas 
where heredity is of different proportions. Other 
than Baptist, the sample sizes were not sufficient to 
provide reliable norms for various denominations. 
The test-retest subsample size was small (~=22) 
which may have restricted the test-retest reliability. 
All samples in this study were convenience samples 
drawn from religious activities made known to the 
investigator. Socioeconomic status and level of 
education were not assessed and, thus, could not be 
examined as moderator variables. Results may not be 
generalizable to other religious groups, people from 
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other geographical areas, Hispanics from other 
national groups or people from constrasting standards 
of living. 
Translation Issues 
Accuracy of translation was enhanced with the use 
of a panel of translators, which included bilingual 
Caucasian and Hispanic people, and back-translation. 
Difference of opinion as to word selection was minimal 
and easily reconciled. Comment was made regarding the 
negative sentence structure of some scale items, 
which is not a common grammatical construction in the 
Spanish language. This translation was based 
primarily on a literal approach. Rewording some 
phrases to more accurately represent idiomatic 
conceptual ideas could potentially strengthen the 
scale, but may jeopardize the psychometric properties 
of the original scale development. Han ( 1993), in his 
initial validation work on a Korean translation of the 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-2), 
encountered the same difficulty in translating 
"negatively phrased" items into Korean. However, 
in this study, as in Han's, it was decided to retain 
the original item direction and negative phrasing. 
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The strength of the bilingual reliability would support 
the accuracy of the translation. 
As described in chapter 1, the Hispanic 
population in the United States is made up of a 
variety of heritages, each with its own unique 
features of the Spanish language. ror some 
Hispanics, Spanish is a second language. Because of 
the concentration of Mexican-Americans in the Pacific 
Northwest, the translation herein proposed is 
targeted for that population and may not be accurate 
for people of other heritages. for many of Mexican 
origin, Spanish is a second language and the mother 
tongue is an indigenous language. It is 
not known to what degree the sample contained such 
participants. 
In the bilingual subsample, order of presentation 
had no significant effect on mean scale scores, but 
was related to the variances of the scores on the 
English SWBS in the two orders of presentation. 
Subjects who received the Spanish SWBS before the 
English SWBS demonstrated significantly less 
variability on the English SWB and EWB, than those 
who received the English SWBS first. A possible 
interpretation is that comprehension of the English 
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version was aided by first having completed the Spanish 
version, and thus variability was reduced. This would 
lend support to the usefulness of administering the 
Spanish SWBS to Spanish-speaking Hispanics subjects, 
even if they are bilingual. 
Test-taking Procedures and Instructions 
The most notable observation by test 
administrators was the general lack of understanding 
by subjects of test-taking procedures and purposes. 
Participants seemed to be very reluctant until test 
purposes were fully explained. Confidentiality was 
emphasized in test instructions and did not appear 
to be explanation for subject reluctance, If the 
nature and purposes of testing are not understood, 
there is no incentive to score in a competitive manner, 
and hence less concern with regard to confidentiality, 
as well. 
While sample questions do not contribute to 
understanding testing purposes, the development of 
sample questions was intended to help clarify 
test-taking instructions. fewer questionnaires were 
excluded from the study due to missing data and 
response sets (5 where N=111) as compared to the 
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pilot test (9 where H=115). Reliability estimates, 
however, were slightly lower in this study compared to 
pilot study estimates. further, internal consistency 
reliability estimates increased, though not to a 
statistically significant level, on Spanish SWBS, RWB, 
and EWB, on the second administration of the 
test-retest, suggesting that having previously taken 
the test improved subjects' consistency in responding, 
despite having had the sample questions on both 
administrations. 
Limitations of Analyses 
A comprehensive factor analysis was not 
attempted in this study. Ledbetter, Smith, rischer, 
Vosler-Hunter, and Chew (1991) noted a need for 
improvement in the collection of evidence for the 
~actor structure of the English SWBS based upon a 
factor analysis of the instrument. The Spanish SWBS 
appears to demonstrate a similar pattern of ambiguity 
between one and two factors in preliminary runs on 
pilot test and current test data. 
The lack of availability of other reliable and 
valid Spanish scales measuring spiritual well-being 
makes comparison for further construct validity 
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assessment difficult. Construct validity is an 
important aspect of instrument development, and is 
particularly complicated when comparing constructs 
across languages. 
Need for Further Research 
More extensive research is called for to further 
validate the Spanish SWBS with populations of different 
geographical residence, with Hispanics of other 
cultural heritages, and with more diversity in 
spiritual background. Demographics should be expanded 
to include socioeconomic status and educational levels. 
~ longer measure of acculturation may add information 
regarding interpretation of correlations with 
demographic variables. To be clinically useful, norms 
need to be established for other groups and other 
church denominations. 
Future studies could develop an oral orientation 
to the test, including a review of the sample 
questions, to increase internal consistency 
reliability. Increasing consistency of responding 
may increase test-retest reliability, as well. Studies 
of test-retest stability may be enhanced by using a 
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larger sample size and a longer time interval between 
administrations. 
Further research is needed to establish construct 
validity. Factor analysis has been problematic for 
both the English and Spanish SWBS. Studies comparing 
other Spanish tests with the Spanish SWBS would 
provide valuable contribution. 
Recommendation for Future Use 
Future usefulness of the Spanish SWBS may include 
(a) as a measure for research outcome, (b) as a 
measure for therapy outcome, and (c) as a facilitative 
tool in church and counseling settings. As described 
in chapter 2, the English SWBS has been widely used as 
a measure for research outcome. As assessment tools 
are being developed for the Hispanic population, the 
Spanish SWBS may provide a valuable measure of outcome, 
particularly if further work is done to strengthen 
the psychometric properties of the Spanish SWBS. 
Clinical usefulness of the Spanish SWBS is 
limited by the following factors: (a) normative 
information is not yet available for most populations; 
(b) the demonstrated ceiling effect precludes 
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differentiation between relatively spiritually 
heal~hy individuals, making low scores significant; 
(c) sensitivity to change has not yet been demonstrated; 
and (d) the lack of test-taking familiarity among 
Hispanics limits meaningfulness to situations where 
explanation and interpretation is made available to 
the test-taker. 
If time is taken, by clinicians or church 
leaders, to explain test-taking procedures and testing 
purposes, the Spanish SWBS could be used to identify 
individuals who are struggling with their spirituality, 
as an outcome measure with those identified as 
struggling with their spirituality, and as a means 
of raising issues for discussion. 
Conclusion 
Rapid growth of the Hispanic population in the 
United States has prompted recent translation of 
assessment measures to facilitate the delivery of 
effective mental health services. Instruments have 
been translated which measure emotional, intellectual, 
physical, social, and psychological well-being. 
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As a result of rising interest in subjective 
well-being in the 1970s, the Spiritual Well-Being 
Scale (Paloutzian & Ellison, 1982) was developed to 
measure spiritual well-being among English-speaking 
populations. The SWBS has become the most extensively 
researched measure of spiritual well-being, rendering 
it a logical choice for translation and use among 
Hispanic populations. 
The SWBS was translated into Spanish and pilot 
tested (Bruce & Stagner, 1994). This study provides 
preliminary reliability and validation statistics 
supporting the Spanish SWBS by analysis of three 
different methods of test administration: total 
sample (Spanish-only), test-retest, and bilingual. 
Overall, the Spanish SWBS was estimated to have good 
internal consistency reliability and adequate subscale 
reliability. Test-retest stability was also adequate. 
Validity estimates were excellent, based upon 
comparison of bilingual subjects' answers in English 
to Spanish and comparison of Spanish SWBS mean scores 
to English score norms. 
Limitations of the present study include the 
following: sample limited to predominantly Mexican 
Americans, socioeconomic status and educational level 
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not included in study, subjects not adequately oriented 
to test-taking procedures, factor analysis not 
undertaken, and demonstrated ceiling effect. 
Construct validity based upon the relationship of 
the Spanish SWBS to other Spanish scales has not been 
established. Consideration of these limitations in 
future studies may enhance the scale's usefulness and 
psychometric properties. 
Proposed future uses for the Spanish SWBS are 
as a measure for research outcome, as a measure for 
therapy outcome, and as a tool to facilitate 
discussion about spiritual health. further 
development of the Spanish SWBS as a valid and reliable 
assessment instrument may make a significant 
contribution to holistic mental health services 
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T. nave • persona.11.y ::ie1n lnftl.11 reli&tlansnlp 111\tft Cod. SA MA 4 D ~O so 
3. :"ee L very ru Ir l l 1•4 •n4 .1&tl3t'ltd ..,Hh Lltt. SA >IA D ~O s~ 
J. :lOn' t ;et :nucn ;iel"'son• l str-engtn •n4 1u.pport 
~1"'011 ::1y Cod. Sl MA • 0 MO SD 
~a • t r'!e L • :1en:l• ar •eLl•OeLnC 1!:101.it tne ltlreet tan 
'Y llt'• " neaaad ln. Sl HA A D ~D so 
11. oe l leY• cnat God l .s eoncerned ~oout .:ay prob Lem.s. Sl MA 4 0 MD SO 
12. .lon' t enjoy auch &botlt ll re. Sl HA D HO SD 
I). :on' t M<lvt • ?•l":tonally .!&t tJCytnc reU.tiol'uhip wtttn Cod. SA "-' l 0 HO so 
". l reel iOOd ar:>out ay future .. Sl MA 4 0 HO SD 
15. ~Y t""el.t.tlon.stilp '4Ltl'I Cod. l'l•L?.!1 :a not •o f'Hl. lone1r- Sl HA A 0 HD SO 
16. t t'tel o:.n.1.oe llr• l• ruu or contlLct 1nd unna.pp LneJa. Sl !U • 0 MD SD 
17. I ~sel oo.:st rulrl 11•4 wnel'l l's ln cLo:s• coemunlon 
wltn Cod .. SA Ml A 0 HO SO 
18. !..l(e d.oeJin' t h&Y• aau.~a •eantn1 .. SA HA A D HO SD 
1 J, ~Y rel.atlon vun Cod c:on er L Qcu te.s to rsy .sen.se or 
••ll·a•lnc. Sl !U • 0 MD so 
20. t ~•lhw• tl\er•e l> !JO•e r••l purpoJ• ror- ay ltr•. SA HA 0 HD SO 
Not:•. F'rom •soirlt.u• l Well ·kin91 Conceptual uanon and !ie•t:urtcn•nc• Oy c. "'· 
SlI1.son. 1983. Journal o~ Psvcholoay .!nd Trieclc9y. !..!.• p. HO. swa Scale 
Cccynqh.t: 1982 !:>v Cra1q w. £1Juon and Ra·1mcnd f'. P.alouctun. All nqtua 
ret•rv•d. Not to be dupl1caced unletl e>epre11 1io1ntten i;:erm1.tslon Lt qrant~d 
by tti• 1uthors or by r..1!• Advance. rnc •• 81 Front St-~ Nyack, NY 10950. 
aepr1nt1d by r•rmJ.taion. tc•m• ace scored trom l !O 6, w1CI'\ • IH9ntr: numb-.r: 
reor•1•nt1n9 more w•ll .. ~inq. Rever1e 1cor1nq tcr neqatively •orded item.•. 
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Descriptive Statistics of Demographic Variables 





















































































Comparison of Spanish SWBS Pilot Test Scores 
to English Norms 
Scale Spanish SWBS English SWBSa 
Group 1 - Friends 
SWB 96.40 10 5. 72a 
Rh'B so.so 55.90a 
EWB 46.54 4 9. 8 3a 
Group 2 - Catholic 
SWB 101.59 102.35a 
RWB 5 2. 27 52. 83a 
EWB 49.00 49.52a 
Group 3 - Catholic 
SWB 99,52 102. 35a 
RWB 50.57 52.83a 





Scale Spanish SWBS English swssa 
Group 4 - Baptist 
SWB 103.82 105.93b 
RWB 52.22 54,77b 
EWB 50.03 51.19b 
~!ote. n:108. 
aThe data are from "Measuring Christian Maturity: 
A Comparison of Several Scales" by R. L. Bassett, 
W. Camplin, D. Humphrey, C. Dorr, S. Biggs, 
R. Distaffen, I. Doxtator, M. Flaherty, 
P. J. Hunsberger, R. Poage, and H. Thompson, 1991, 
Journal of Psychology and Theology, 2.2.• 84-93. 
bThe data are from "The Effect of Small Group 
Attendance, Personal Devotions, and Church Attendance 
on Spiritual Well-Being" by S. M. Huggins, 1988, 
Dissertation Abstracts International, !2_, 




Internal Consistenciesa of Pilot Test Spanish SWBS 
Group !!. SWB RWB EWE 
F'riends 20 .93 .86 .87 
Catholic 22 . 86 .82 . 71 
Catholic 2 21 .69 .48 .55 
Baptist 28 .85 .82 .66 
Total 91 .86 .78 .76 







Number of valid observations ( listwise) . 111. 00 
Valid 
Van.able Mean St:.d Dev Minimum Maxi.mUlll N Label 
Ql 4.91 l. 71 l. 00 6.00 111 
Q2 5. 32 1.41 l. 00 6.00 111 
Q3 1.16 .64 1. 00 6.00 lll 
Q4 1. 45 .98 l. 00 s.oo 111 
QS 5.63 .83 1.00 6.00 lll 
Q6 4. 65 l.81 l.00 6.00 111 
Q7 l. 56 .99 1.00 6.00 lll 
QB 1.84 l.15 l. 00 6.00 lll 
Q9 5.54 1. 07 l.00 6.00 111 
QlO l.87 1. 27 l.00 6.00 111 
Qll l.28 .79 1. 00 6.00 111 
Ql2 5.23 1. 3l l.00 6.00 111 
Ql3 S.21 l. 42 l.00 6.00 lll 
Ql4 l. 94 1. 3Z l.00 6.00 lll 
QlS l. 42 l.10 1.00 6.00 lll 
Ql6 4.01 l. 68 1. 00 6.00 111 
Ql7 l. 32 .96 1. 00 6.00 lll 
Ql9 5.32 l. 32 LOO 6.00 lll 
Q19 1. 42 l. OS 1.00 6.00 lll 





'/£lu.e Label V&lU• rrequ•ncy P~rcent Pecc:ent Percent. 
l. 00 54 48 .6 48. 6 49. 6 
2. 00 ll 9. 9 9. 9 sa .6 
J.00 lO 9 .o 9.0 .n.6 
4. 00 1 .'I . 9 68. 5 
5. co l 7 lS. J lS .l sJ .a 
;j. co ll >. 9 9. 'I 9J. 7 
; .oo 6. J 6. J lOO .0 
Total lll 100. 0 lOO .O 
!-le.an Z.Hl Std err . ZOl Ked.1.1n z .ooo 
~de l.000 Std dev 2 .137 VArl.dnC• 4.566 
Ku.reo.s.L.s -1.0SZ s E Ku.rt - 455 Skum••• . 7l4 
s E. Skew . 129 Ra.nge 6.000 HJ.rumua l.000 
KAxi.:n.um ., .oao sua llO. 000 
'l.tl!.d ca.se:s lll HJ..s.tini; Cl.Se~ 0 
S!:X 
Valid Cua 
Value Label V~lue rrequenc:y Percent Percent. P•rc:tnc. 
l.00 62 55.9 56. 4 56. 4 
z. 00 49 43.2 4J. 6 100 .0 
l . 9 Ki.J,1nq 
Tot.sl lll LOO. 0 100. 0 
~ean 1. 436 St~ en .048 H.edian l .000 
H'.cda l. 000 Std dev . 498 v.ir11.nc• .HS 
Kurtosis -l. 968 s E Kurt . 457 Skl!ll.l'T'l.lt.t . 260 
s £: Sicew . 2JO ~a.nqe l .000 Hiru . .mua l. 000 
~JtUlUlD .aoo Sum. l58. 000 





·1a Lee r.a.be..L V~lue Frequ~ncy E'e.rceoc. Pf!CCent Percene 
!.8 .00 z l.8 z. 0 z.o 
19. 00 • l. 6 •. o s. 9 20. 00 4 3.6 4.0 9. 9 
Zl.00 • 3.6 4. 0 ll .9 ZZ.00 l z. 7 l.O 16.8 
ZJ. 00 4 3 .6 4 .0 20 .8 
24. oo 5 4.5 5 .0 25. 7 
25.00 6 5. 4 5. 9 ll. 1 
26. 00 l . 9 l. 0 JZ. 7 
27 .00 4 l.6 • .o J6.6 
29 .00 8 7 .2 L9 44 .6 
29 .oo 4 J .6 4 .0 49. 5 
J0.00 2 l.8 2 .0 50 .5 
]1.00 l .9 l.0 51.5 
JZ.00 2 l.8 z .o Sl .S 
33. 00 6 5 .4 5. 9 59 •• 
H.00 L .9 1. 0 60. 4 
JS.00 l . 9 l.0 61 •• 
36. 00 L .9 l.0 62. 4 
37 .oo 2 1. 8 2.0 64.4 
l9.00 l z. 7 l.O 67. l 
H.00 z l.8 z .o 69 .] 
40. 00 l 2. 7 l .O 72 .] 
H.00 3 2. 7 J .o 75.2 
42 .oo 3 2. 1 3 .o 78 .z 
4] .00 l z. 7 J .0 81.Z 
45.00 4 J. 6 4.0 85.1 
H.00 1 .9 1. 0 86 .1 
47.00 J z. 7 l.O 89.l 
52.00 1 . 9 l.O 90 .1 
ss .oo l . 9 i. o 91. l 
56. 00 l z. 7 J. 0 94.1 
58 .oo 2 l.8 2.0 96.0 
60.00 l . 9 l. 0 97 .o 
63.00 l .9 l. 0 !8 .o 
66 .oo l . 9 l. 0 !9 .o 
69. 00 l . 9 l. 0 100.0 
LO 9.0 :-u.ss1n9 
Toed lll 100.0 LOO.O 
AGE 
~e1n JJ. 822 Std err 1. zoo Median JO. 000 
~de 28. 000 Std dev lZ.064 V4r1ance 145.549 
Ku:t.O.Sl.t .184 s c Kutt . 476 Slce:wne.s.s . 895 
S t Sl<ew . 240 R•nqe 51. 000 K1.nui:ua LS. 000 
MaJtJ..lllJZll 69 .ooa Su:: 3416.000 





Value L.lbel valu• r.eequency Percent Pe:rc:enc Perc:ent. 
l. 00 40 36.0 SJ.3 SJ. J 
2. 00 6 s. 4 a.a 61.J 
3. 00 lB 16. 2 24.0 BS. 3 
4 .00 4 3.6 5. J 90. 7 
s .00 l . g l. l 92.0 
6. 00 2 LB 2. 1 94. 7 
7.00 l . 9 LJ 96.0 
a .oo 3 2. 7 4. 0 100 .o 
36 32. 4 HJ. .. inq 
Tot.al lll LOO .0 LOO ,0 
!-fean 2. 267 Std err . 209 HodJ.&n l.000 
~oda l. 000 Std. dev l. Bll vari .. ne• l.Z19 
KU!'tO.!.l.S 2. 778 s £ Kurt .548 Slce'-Tl.e.t!I l. 736 
s £ S<e'I .217 Ranqe 7. coo MJ.nuum. l.000 
!'14x.:...m~ 9 .000 SUlll l70.000 




v .. l.Ld CUlll 
'Jalue !.abe.l 'Ja.lc.• lrequency ?e.rce.nt Percent:. l?e.tC•nt. 
.10 l. B l. 9 L9 
. zo . 9 . 9 z .a 
. 30 .!I .!I l. 7 
.50 z. 7 z. a 6.5 
.80 .!I .!I 1. 4 
l.00 .!I ·' 8.J l. so .!I .!I 9 .3 
l.60 .9 .9 10 .z 
2 .00 1.a l. !I lZ .o 
2. so .!I . 9 13 .0 
.?.60 .!I . 9 ll. 9 
l. 00 10 9. 0 !I .J 23 .l 
4.00 7 6.J 6.5 Z9. 6 
s. 00 6 5. 4 5.6 35 .z 
6.00 s 4. s 4.6 39.8 
7. 00 6 5. 4 5.6 45 .4 
a .oo 8 7. z 7.4 sz .a 
9 .oo 5 4. s 4.6 57-4 
10 .ao 2 1. a l. g 59 .3 
11 .oo 4 3. 6 3. 7 63 .o 
lZ.00 3. 6 3. 7 66. 7 
14.00 z. 7 Z .B 69.4 
15 .oo i. a l. 9 71.J 
16.00 .9 .!I 72 .z 
L 7 .OO z 1.a 1.9 '4.1 
LB. 00 J z.' Z.8 76. 9 
19 .00 z t .8 1.!I 78. 7 
20.00 4 J.6 3. 7 82 .• 
21. 00 L . g . 9 83. 3 
zz.oo l .9 • 9 84. J 
24 .00 l .9 .!I 85.Z 
ZS .00 L .!I .!I 86. l 
Z6.00 l . 9 .!I 87. 0 
27. 00 z 1. a l. 9 88.' 
J0.00 L .!I . g B!I. 8 
ll .00 l . 9 .!I 90. 7 
l4 .00 l . 9 .!I !11. 7 
37 .00 l .!I . 9 92. 6 
40. 00 l . 9 . 9 93. 5 
42.00 . 9 .9 H.4 
43.00 .9 . 9 95. 4 
45. 00 . 9 . 9 96 .J 
46.00 . 9 • 9 !17. 2 
"' .00 .!I .!I 98. l 
60.00 .!I .9 9!1.1 
YRS US 
67 .00 • 9 . 9 100.0 
z. l ~.Js1.nq 
Tot.t.l LU 100.0 100.0 
Mean lZ. 844 Std e:rr l.Z16 Med.11.a a .ooo 
Xod• l. 000 Std dev Ll .Z57 V1r1anc• 175. 753 
Kurto.s1.s J, 546 s t KUtC . 461 Skewne.t:I L.BH 
s c Skew . 233 Ranq• 66. 900 Kiru.mua .100 
Maximum 67. 000 s""' 1387.200 




Value L.ibd 'lalue rr:equency t'eC"cent i?ercenc ~erc:ent 
.20 l '2..7 2. 9 Z.9 
.JO l 2. 7 2. ~ 5. a 
. 40 l . 9 1. 0 6. 7 
l.00 4 J. 6 J. a 10. 6 
l. so L • 9 LO ll. 5 
l. 60 l • 9 L .Q 12. 5 
z.oo 6 5. 4 s. a l!LJ 
z. 50 l . 9 LO lL2 
J.00 5 4.5 4. 0 24 .o 
J. so l . 9 l. 0 25 .o 
4.00 l 2.7 2. 9 27. 9 
5. 00 l .9 1. 0 2a .a 
6.00 3 2. 7 2. 9 31. 7 
6.SO l . 9 l.O 32- 7 
7. 00 l z. 1 2. 9 35.6 
7' 50 l . 9 l. 0 36. 5 
9 .00 • 3 .6 J .8 40.4 9 .00 6 s .• s .a 46.2 
9.50 l . 9 1.0 41. L 
10 .00 5 4. s .. 8 Sl. 9 
13. 00 l . 9 LO 52 .9 
15 .00 4 J.6 ) .8 56. 1 
16. 00 L . 9 1.0 57. 7 
l 7. 00 2 l. B l.9 59. 6 
~8. 00 l .9 l.O 60. 6 
19. 00 l . 9 1.0 61. 5 
20 .00 2 l. 8 l. 9 6J. 5 
21..00 2 l. B l. 9 65. 4 
22. 00 l . 9 1-0 66. J 
2 J. 00 l z. 7 2.9 69. 2 
24 .00 l . 9 l-0 10. z 
25.00 l 2.7 2. 9 7l. l 
26.00 l . 9 L .O 14.o 
20 .oo l . 9 1.0 1s .o 
JO .00 4 ) '6 3. 8 78 .8 
JJ .00 J Z.7 z. 9 81. 1 
JS.00 5 4.5 4. 8 86. 5 
J7 .00 . 9 1.0 87.S 
38. 00 . 9 1.0 BS. 5 
41.00 . 9 1.0 99. 4 
12 .00 . 9 1.0 90. 4 
u.oo l. 9 1. 9 92. l 
14 .00 . 9 1. 0 9l. J 
45.00 l. 9 l. 9 95. z 
50. 00 . 9 1. 0 96. z 
'5'7 .00 .9 1.0 H.l 
'!RSCHR 
58 .00 '9 l- 0 98. l 
66.00 .9 1. 0 99 .o 
69. 00 .9 l- 0 LOO .0 
6 .J K..t..s11nq 
Total Ill 100.0 100.0 
Hein 17.457 Std ~rr I. 605 :-!edJ.&n 10. 000 
H:od• z. 000 .Sc.d :::l:ev 16. J6J Varia.nce 267,756 
Ku.Ct:O.Sl..S . 521 s £ Ku.~t . 469 Slcewnett I. ~59 
s t Slcew . ;!J7 ~•nq• 69. 900 Xin.uiua . zoo 
?-t.a.1:.i.m.um 69. 000 Sum. 1915.500 
• H'Ultipl• m.od•~ 4!Xl.JC. The sCL1lles t v1.lue u .shown. 




Kuttau . .s 
























z. 00 L 
J.00 z 
LOO 12 
s .oo a 
6.00 4 
7 .oo z 
7 
Ta cal lll 
Std err .170 
Std dev 1. 738 
S & Ku.rt. .469 
Ranq• 6 .ooo 










std er: .097 
Std. dev .854 
S £ Ku.rt. . 489 
Ranqa 4 .oao 
SUlll !ZB. 000 




Percent. Pere enc i'•.tcent. 
67. 6 72.L 12.1 
,9 L.O 7J. L 
l. e l. 9 75. 0 
10. e 11. 5 96.S 
7. z 7.7 94 .z 
3. 6 3.8 99 -l 








l'erc:•nt. Pe.cc enc P•ccer:n: 
10.9 lZ. 5 u.s 
•S .o 52.l 64. 6 
.?l. 4 27.1 H.7 
5 •• 6. l n.s 
1.8 2.1 100.0 
ll.5 H.1Uin9 
100. 0 100 .0 
Me-d.1.an l. 000 
Var1anc:• .130 
Skewne.JS .HJ 





'l<tlu.e ~abel Value Fr•qu•nc:y Percent. Pere: enc. Percent. 
l. co l 2. 7 l .O l.O 
z. 00 55 49.S 54. s 57. 4 
l. 00 0 l8. 7 H.6 LOO.a 
10 9. 0 P'f..L.s~1nq 
Toc.a.L ill 100 .o 100 .0 
Mean 2. J96 Std err . ass Medi.an z. 000 
Kcde ?.000 Std d.., . 5(9 V1r1&nc:• . l02 
Kurto,1.J - . 9J6 s t Kure . 476 Slcewne.11~ - • llO 
s E: Skew .240 R4fiQG 2. 000 K.1.ru.:D\Jla l. coo 
:--'..ax.aw:s. l. 000 SUlll 242.000 
Va.lid. C4.!l~.!1 lCl XJ..s311nq c:a3es LO 
S?l<JiSt 
Valid cum 
Value t.abel ll•lu• rrequenc.y Percen-e Pe.cc:ent i'erc:enc: 
l. 00 ll 9. 9 10. 6 LO. 6 
2.00 67 60. 4 6L4 1s .a 
J .00 26 2l. 4 25 .o 100.0 
7 6. J Ki~.ti.nc; 
TOt&l 111 100.0 100 .o 
~ean 2.lH Std •er .057 !"1ed1an l.000 
~ode 2 .000 Std dev . 582 v.ir.i.anc:e . 338 
:<u.et:o.!1.5 -.l..]6 5 £ Kuz::c. . 469 Skewness -. 019 
s ~ Skew . 237 Ranq• 2. 000 ~IUJl1Ull l. 000 













5 ~ Sk:ew 
~a.XJ..aum 


























Va.Lue f"ceq1.1ency t"ercenc l?eccent Percene 
Std ec.c 
Std dev 










































































































90. I 9 6. Z 
LG J.6 
6. J ~s.sinq 




























2. 00 7 
l 
1:at:al 22 
Sc.d err .105 
Seel dev . 483 
g I! l(\u:t . 972 
R.anc;e 1.000 





iercent: P•c-cenc lt•rc:ec.t 
63. 6 66. 7 6,. 7 
Jl. 8 lJ. l 100.0 
4.5 >«u1nq 
100 .o 100.0 
Med..L.•n l.000 
Var1anca . 233 




01 l<A'f '16 SPSS for MS WINDOWS Rele4.se 6.0 
AGE 
\/aUd cwa 
'Jaluo Label 11.alue Frequency ?ercent P'e::cenc ?etc.enc: 
22. co '. s 4. 8 4.9 
ZJ. CO '. s '. 8 9-5 
Z5.00 9. l 9. 5 19.o 
Z7 .00 4. 5 4. 8 U.8 
ZS .00 13. 6 14. J 38.l 
Z9. 00 4. s 4 - 8 42.9 
30.00 4. 5 4. 8 47.6 
]J .00 9. l g. s 57.l 
JG .00 4. 5 4.S 61. g 
JS. 00 ._ 5 4. 9 66.1 
19.00 4. 5 4. 9 '1. 4 
40 .oo 4. 5 4.8 16. 2 
42 .00 4. s c. 8 Bl .O 
4J .OO '. 5 c .9 85.' 41.00 4-5 c.8 90. 5 
56. 00 LS 4.8 95.2 
GJ .00 4. s c.8 100.0 
4. 5 1<1u1nq 
Total 2Z lOO.O 100.0 
:"fe•n 35.000 scc:t •tr 2. 353 Mfhil•n 33 .000 
!-lode 28. JOO Std d«V 10. 784 V•t1•nce 116.300 
Ku.rt.OS.UI l. 095 s E: Kuct .912 SJce"tnei;• l. l5C 
s t Skew . 501 Ranq• 41.000 H.1.n.i.:a.\Ull 22. 000 
M&xaum 63 .000 Sum 135.000 




V•l.:.d c ..... 
'/al1Je t.abel V&.Lue Frequency eerc:enc ?ercent ?ecc:ent 
l .00 14 63. 6 93 .J 93. 3 
2 .00 l 4. s 6. 7 100.0 
7 3l. B ~.:!IJlnq 
Tot.al l2 100 .o 100. 0 
~can l .067 Std err . 067 H'ed.un l .000 
1-1.:ode L. 000 Std deV .258 V4.r11.nce . 067 
!<Uttoi1.J: 15 .000 s £ !(Urt l.lH Skc:wne.s.s 3. a7J 
s E Slt:.ew . 580 RJnqe L. 000 Kl.lU.:llUll l. 000 
:-u.x:aua 2.000 Sum 16 .000 
V.s.ll.d cs..se.s 15 HJ.3.unq Cl.3a3 
HEJIIT 
'/&lid Coa 
V.tlue Label Vo1l.ue Frequency l?eccant Percent. Percent 
l .00 ll 59.l 59. l 59. l 
4 .00 18. z 18. z 71.) 
s .00 13. 6 13.6 90.9 
6.00 9 .1 9. l 100.0 
TOC.41 l2 100 .o 100.0 
Mean 2.54S Std ert • 4ZO Kedhn l.000 
~oce 1. ooo Std d.ev l. 969 'lu:·1anc• 3. 979 
KurCOSl.2 -l. 4 J 4 s £ Kw:t . 953 Slcewn•t• . 625 
S E Ske1o1 .491 ~ange 5. 000 Min.i.m.ua L. 000 




Jl H.ty 96 SPSS for >IS l<INDOllS Roleu• 6. 0 
Valid CUii 
lfalu• L&.b•l Value Frequency Perc:enc. Perc•nt. Percent. 
.10 l 4.5 4. s 4. s 
.zo l 4.S 4. 5 9. l 
J, 00 J 13. 6 Ll. 6 22. T 
4 .oo 2 9. l 9 .1 ll.B 
s.oo 2 9. l 9. l 40. 9 
6.00 l 4 .5 4.S 45 .s 
a.oo l L3. 6 LJ. 6 59.1 
9 .oo l 4. 5 t.S 63.6 
ll.00 l 4. s 4. s 68 .z 
LZ.00 z 9. l 9. l 77. J 
14. 00 z 9 .1 9.l 86. 4 
LB.00 l 4. 5 4. s 90. 9 
;z .00 l •• 5 4. 5 95. s 
43.00 4. 5 4. 5 100.0 
TOt•.l 22 100. 0 100. 0 
H'e•n 10.559 std err z. 419 l'!<tdi&n a.coo 
Mode J .000 Std dev Ll. 346 Vari•nc:e 129.723 
KW:tosis C.li60 S C Kw:e . 953 Skewnes1 z.19z 
S e Skew .Ol R1nqe 42.900 l'IJ.n.1.m1.1a .100 
~xuum 43 .000 Swa ZlZ. JOO 
• 1111.lupl• modes u:l.sc. I'll• !un.all••t. v.alu• is !ihown.. 
Vi1.lid eases Z2 K!.3!.lnq case~ 0 
Spanish SWBS 
142 
Ol ~y 96 sess 'o.r HS #'IN'::lCW9 Relea.se 6. 0 
YRSCHR 
V&l1d Cua 
Value t.•bel Value rrequ•ncy Percent. P•.reeoc ?ercenc 
. zo l 4.S 4.8 4. 8 
2 .00 l 4. 5 LB J.S 
2. 50 l e.s 4. 8 U.l 
4 .oo l 4. s 4.B 19 .o 
7. 00 l 4.5 LB Zl .8 
7. 50 l 4. 5 4. 8 28-6 
B .oo l ll .6 14. J •2-9 
9 .00 l e.s 4 .• 47.6 
10.00 1 4. 5 4. 8 52. 4 
ll. 00 l •. 5 c .8 57. l 
17 .oo l e.5 4.9 61-9 
20 .00 l t.5 4. 8 66. 7 
Zl .00 l e.s 4. 8 7L. 4 
z:s .ao l 4.S 4. 9 ),.2 
J0.00 l 4-5 4,9 81-0 
35.00 3 ll.' 14-l 95-2 
57 .oo l cs 4. 8 100.0 
l 4. s ltiui.nq 
To tel 22 lOO .o 100 .o 
Me1.n !.ti. 962 Std •r< J.199 H'edi•n 10.000 
Xodf!I 9. 000 Std dev 14. 661 •11..ri.ance Zl4. 935 
Ku..rtOJ.1.S 1.121 s E: Kurt . 972 s1cawne;11 l. l6B 
5 t Skew . 501 Ri1.n;e 56. 800 Min.l .. :u.a .:oo 
?iAJt:l..m.UDl 57 .ooo s .... 356. 200 
. r<Ult1ple :node:' ex.i.st.. The :m.1lltut v.1lue ls shown. 






Valu• Frequency eercenc Petcent. l?ercant 
.00 l 4. 5 4. 5 4. 5 
L.00 ll 59 .1 59. l 63. 6 
2 .oo 6 27 .3 Z1 .J 90,' 
J. 00 2 9.1 9.1 100. 0 
Tot.al 22 LOO.O 100.0 





S £ Skew 
~ .... ;1(1.JllUll. 
1
























'lal.ue rrequancy P'eCC:•nt Percent ?ereent 
l. 00 ·u 33. J JJ. J JJ .J 
2 .00 I ll.l ll.l H.4 
s. 00 6 l6. 7 16. 1 61. l 
6. 00 l'i. 4 L9. 4 90.6 
7 .co a. c 19. 4 LOO .Q 
Total J6 lOO. a LOO .O 
std err .4U Medl..t.n s. 000 
Std. dev z.su V•tiAnce 6. 307 
s t Kl.ire. . 769 Slc.ewneaa - .095 
Ranqe 6.000 M.1rWaua l. 000 
swo l4 l. 000 
H.!.s.unq ca.se.s 
V&lld CUlll 







































Value L~bel Value Frequency Percent. P•ccent Perc•nt 
u.oo 2 s. 6 6. s 6, 5 
20.00 l 2.8 l. 2 9. 7 
24 .oo 2 5 .6 6.5 16 .1 
28 .oo l 2.8 3.2 19.4 
29.00 l z. 8 3.2 22.6 
JO .oo l 2.8 3.2 25. 9 
JZ.00 l 2. 9 3 .2 29.0 
33.00 3 8, J 9. 7 38. 7 
34 .oo I 2 .8 3.2 41.9 
37 .oo l 2 .9 J .2 45.Z 
38 .oo l 2.8 3. 2 48.4 
J9 .oo l z .8 3 .2 5l.6 
42.00 2 5 .6 6.5 58. l 
43.00 3 8.l 9. 7 67. 7 
45.00 J 9.3 9. 7 11. 4 
46.00 2 .8 l.2 90.6 
n.oo 8. J 9. 7 90. J 
52.00 2. 9 J.2 93.5 
50.00 2 .9 l .Z 96.8 
69.00 2.9 l.2 100. 0 
IJ. 9 Ki.,ino;i 
Total l6 100.0 LOO.O 
Hean JS. 323 Std ierr 2.077 H~di•n H.ooo 
Mode JJ. 000 Std dev U.563 Varience lll. 692 
Kuz:tosi.s . 488 s & Kurt: .821 Skewne.ss . 360 
s E Skew .421 Ranqe 50.000 HJ.nJ.mUll u.ooo 
K4xi.!nwo 69. 000 Sum 1188. 000 
• HUltiple mode.s exi.st. the .smallest V•lU• i.. .shown .. 




Vo lid CUii. 
Value Label V41lu• frequency Petcent Percent Percent 
1.00 11 30. 6 44.0 44.0 
2 .00 l 2 .8 4 .o 48.0 
J .00 6 16. 7 24.0 72 .o 
4 .00 2 s. 6 e .o 80 .o 
5 .00 l 2 .e 4.0 84 .o 
6. 00 2 5 .6 8.0 92.0 
7 .00 l 2 .8 4.0 96 .a 
8 .00 l 2 .a 4.0 100,Q 
ll JO. 6 KiSdnq 
total 36 100.0 100 .o 
He:an 2. 840 Std err .427 Hedi an J .000 
Hod• l.000 Std dev l .!JS varianc:• 4.557 
Kurto.si.s .090 s £ Kurt .902 .9k•wn••• l.009 
S £ Skew . 464 Ranqe 7.000 HlnJ.AUlll l. 000 
tta.xi.an.ia B .000 Su.m 71. 000 





Value L.1bel VA.Lue: Frequency l'ercenc Perc:ent Pere enc. 
1.00 1 2.8 2. 8 2. 8 
l. 60 1 2. 8 z. 9 s. 6 
J.00 l 2. 8 2. 8 8. 3 
4 .oo 2 s. 6 s. 6 13. 9 
s.oo l 2. 8 z.9 l6. 7 
7. 00 l 2.8 2 .8 19. 4 
11.00 2 5. 6 5. 6 25.0 
12 .00 3 8.3 B .3 33. J 
IS .00 2 5. 6 5.6 38, 9 
18 .oo l 2.9 2.9 41. 7 
19 .oo l 2.8 z .8 44.4 
20.00 J B .J B. 3 s2. a 
21.00 l 2.8 2. B 55. 6 
22.00 l 2.8 z.9 59.J 
26.00 l 2 .8 2.8 61.l 
27 .00 2 S.6 5. 5 56. 7 
30.00 l 2 .a 2 .8 6'.4 
33 .oo l 2.9 2 .8 72. 2 
34.00 l 2.9 2.9 15 .o 
37 .00 l 2.9 2.8 71.9 
40 .00 l 2.8 2.8 90.6 
42.00 l 2.9 2.8 83. J 
43.00 l 2.8 2 .9 86. l 
45. 00 l 2.a 2. 8 89. 9 
46.00 l 2.8 z. e 91. 7 
47. DO l 2.8 2. 9 94.4 
60.00 l 2.a z.8 97.2 
67 .00 l 2.8 2. 8 100.0 
Total 36 100.0 100.0 
Henn Zl. 822 Std err 2 .806 H'ecU.an 20.000 
Hode lZ. 000 std dev 16. 839 Var it.nee 283. 503 
Kurto.51.! - .056 s C Kuct . 769 Sk:ewne.ss '713 
s E. Skew .J9l EU.nqe 66.000 lti.niJIWll 1. 000 
Ha.JC.1.m.L:.m 67 .000 sum 957. 600 
• KUltiple mOde.!I ~x1.tt.. The srHllese value i> shown. 





'/alue t.atiei '/al\JO Frequency P'e.ccene Percent Percent 
1. 60 2 .9 2_9 2.9 
2. 00 2 .8 2.9 s. 7 
J. 00 2 .9 2.9 8.6 
6 .00 2. a Z.9 Ll. 4 
6. so 2 .8 Z.9 LL J 
8. 00 2 .8 z. 9 l 7. l 
9. 00 e .J 8.6 25. 7 
10 .oo 2. 8 2. 9 28. 6 
lJ .00 2.8 2.9 ll.4 
LS. 00 5.6 5.7 J7 .1 
l 7. 00 5. 6. 5.7 42. 9 
l8. 00 2 .8 2.9 U.7 
zo .00 5. 6 5.7 Sl.4 
Zl. 00 2 .8 2.9 54. J 
2J .00 2 .8 2.9 57 .1 
21 .00 2. e 2.9 60.0 
25 .oo 2. 8 2.9 62. 9 
l0.00 5. 6 5.7 68. 6 
]J. 00 2. 8 2.9 71. 4 
JS .oo a. J 6.6 BO. 0 
J7. 00 z. a 2.9 82. 9 
]8 .00 2.B 2.9 85. 7 
n.oo 5 .6 5. 7 91. 4 
'4 .oo Z.8 2.9 94. l 
45 .00 z. a 2.9 97. 1 
69 .00 2 .8 2.9 100.0 
2. a MJ..s~1nq 
Tot.tl J6 100.0 LOO .Q 
Mean 23.117 Std err Z.607 Medi Ill 20 .coo 
!1ode 9 .000 Std dev 15. '21 vari4nc1 237. 816 
Ku.cco.u.s . 611 s £ K'.uct .na Skll\wTIO.JJ '770 
s !': Skew . J98 ~a.ng• 67. ~00 M.J..nu:u.~a l. 600 
H'4lU.!Cu:D 69. 000 Su.:n 609. 100 
~.1.l.tlp!.e :node:! exist.. 7he .sma.l!.iuc:. va..Lue ~· 5hown. 





V&lu.• t.•b .. .l V&lu• Frequency recc1nt P•rc:•nt P•rcenc 
L. 00 ll J6. l 44. 8 44.8 
l. 00 l 2 .a J. c 49. J 
4. 00 4 ll. l ll. 8 6<.1 
5. 00 5 ll. g l 7 .z H.J 
6 .co 4 11. l Ll.8 !Jl .1 
7 .00 2 5. 6 6.9 100.0 
1 19. 4 Kiul.nq 
Tot.al H LOO.O 100.0 
!'tean l .Z76 St.d e.ri- .418 KedJ.1n 4.000 
~d• 1.000 s~d dev z.zso V.ar1&nc:e 5.054 
Ku..z::to:us -l.62' s t Kure .845 Slcawn.••• .us 
s E s~ow .434 ~•n9• s.ooo !tinaua l.000 
MoxJ..mua 1.000 Sll.111 95. 000 





V1lue La.b•l Vtlue F:e:quency Percant PeC'c:ent Pe.rcan.c 
9 Z5.0 JZ. l 32 .l 
12 JJ. J 42. 9 75 .o 
5 13. 9 17. 9 9Z .9 
2 5.6 Ll 100 .o 
a zz .2 M.1.Jsinq 
rot•l J6 100 .o ioo. a 







,!'I.led• usted ayudar en un estudio sobr• el bieneatar •spiritual 
entre loe hiepanoe? Si pued• hacerlo, por tavor conteete el 
cuestionario Cl• tomar4 W10• 20 minute• hacerlo) y tirm• en esta 
hoja solamente. sua respueataa aer.tn confidencialea. Si tiene 




Can you help wlth a study of spll"ltual well-belng among Hlspanlc 
people? rr so, Please flll out ~he questionnaire ( lt takes about 
10 mlnute:i) and slgn yout" name on this sheet only. 'four ans11ei-s 
will be confidentlal. Contact Kay B<'uce at (360) 887-4588, 1r 







Sexo: Masculino Fe.m.ctnino Edad: _ oenominacion: 
AOos de vivir en los Escados Unidos: Aiios de ser cristiano: 
Herencia: Mexicano Espanol 
de Centro America 
Pu•rto Riqu•no 
de Sur America 
Alqunas personas hablan Ingles y Espanol, pero muches solamenta hablan un 
idioma. ~Ouaremos saber cual idioma usted pre!iera? 
__ Ingles ___ Espanol __ Los dos idiomas iqual~ente 
~cual idio~a se habla mas rrequente an su casa? 
__ rngles __ Espaiiol __ Los dos idicmas tqualmente 
~Cu4l a:a su priQer idioma en su nifiez? 
__ Ingles __ Espanol 
Kucha qent.e tiene di!icultad en leer el rngles y Espanol. 
c.Pued.e usted leer Ingles? 
__ s1, t.odo __ alga __ muy po co --nada 
.=.Puede ust'!d leer Espa.Jiol? 
__ Si. todo __ alga __ :nuy poco __ nada 
~ote, :he acculturation scate is fro~ nA Slmple Language~baseo Scale for 
Mexican ~merlcans: Valtdatlcn and Application to Health Care Resea~ch" Oy 
~. ,\. .Jeyo, ri. K. Diehl 1 !i. Haz•.Jda, ancl M. ? . .'.5tern 1 1985, Aoeric::an Journal 




Se:<: Male Female .\ge: -- Denomination: 
~ears lived ln 'he United s•a\es: Years as a Christian: 
Heri~age: ~exican Spanish 
rrarn Central Amerlca 
Other 
Puerto Rican 
from South America 
Some -eople speak both Engllsn and Spanish, but many speak only one 
or the o'her. What language do you prefer to speak? 
__ English Spanish both equally 
Wha~ language io most often spoken in your home? 
Engllsh Spanlsh __ both equally 
What was your flrst language as a child? 
__ Engllsn Spanish Other 
Many people hare difficulty reading In English and 
Spanish. Do you read Snglish? 
yes, anythlng 
Do you read Spanish? 







Note. The acculturation scale ls from "A Simple Language-based 
Scale for Mexican Americans: Validation and Application ta Health 
Care Research" by R. L Deyo, A. K. Diehl, H. Hazuda, and M. P. 
Stern, 1985, American Journal of Public Health, TI• 51-55. 




Back Translation of Translated SWBS Scale 
Spanish SWBS 
5P!RTUAL ~ELL BEING SC~LE 
Translat1on from Spanish to English by Or. Jorqe Flores 
l. don·t find much s~t1sf~ction in my pr1v•t• pray•r life with 
God. 
2. don"t kno.., who ( am, 1io1hert1 I am fr-om er 11o1here I ·in going .. 
3. bel1ev• God lovvs me and that l ·m important to h1m .. 
4. believe that life 1s a positiv• e~p.r1ence. 
5. believe God is impersonal and h• i• riot interr!ltl!d in my 
daily s1tu•t1ons. 
6. feel my future is uncertain. 
7. have a personal and 9igniftcant relat1on~h1p ~1th God. 
a. feel complete and sati9fied ~&th my 11f•. 
10. have ~ sen9e of ~ell beanQ ~ith th• di~uct1on m~ lifw i• 
going. 
L 1. bed i eve God 1 s c:cnc:e-rnad w1 th my probl •ms. 
l 2. don· t en;ay my I tf" very muc:h. 
14. feel good the way my futura l 9 QOi nq .. 
lS. My relat1cnsh1p ~1th God h•ip~ ma not to feel alana. 
16. l feel th•t life is full of confl1cts .. nd problem5. 
17. I feel mor"• complete when t ·rn. i.n fellowship .a.nd clcsar to 
God. 
19, My relat1ongh1p •ith God contributes to my well be1nq. 





Bilingual Version of Revised Scale 
Spanish SWBS 
tSCAU. OC Dtl'!N?!STJ..R CSPCRITllAL 
tn cada un.\ de l.JS or<lctones, .::i.'!r'1'Je con un cl:=-culo lJ. opclon que 11111or 
Lndi.~e su <'lcucrdo o de:oac1.0erdo con c-especto a su expac1enc111. personal; 
CA - Coll'.pli!t..11:1.enc.e de ac-.Jerdo Q - En desaC\lerdo 
~ - l'loderad.u:iente de .iC"'.iet'"do 110 - Hod•rad.an•nte en d•sacu•rdo 
Oc AC.uerdo CO - coapleta•ente: en des.t.cuerdo 
~----------£je11plcs de pr111qunt:as __________ ~ 
::a =-• cu.intos qranos de art:na. bay en La pl4ya. 
'fa m.t r.oc.bre-. 
110 so cuant.os .. nos tenqo. 
~o encuentro :11uc11a sat.~sracciOn 1.1.l 
~n prl.vado C:ll'l 01.os. 
!lo se q\Jll!n -:;oy, d• dondo vine o a ddnde voy. 
l. C~t!"o que 01.0~ :ie a•a y creo q\IC sl le l:aporto. 
5. C::co que Otes es illlpll!r5onal y quit no est.A 
1ncere::::.ido en oi.1.s :s 1t.u.sc::1one.s d1ar1.:is, 
&A0!10CO 
@KA A. D HO CD 
CA HA A. 0 KO@ 
CA M.A A D !10 CO 
CA KA A 0 HO CO 
CA !'{,,\ A 0 HD CO 
CA KA. A 0 MO CO 
CA. 11.A A 0 HO CO 
5 lento qt.JP. 11 l Cuturo e::i lncinri:o. CA KA A. O HO CO 
"':'l!nqo un:i relac1on perscnAl siqnirlc:ativa. c:cn Oios. CA KA A O HD co 
He <stento pleno y sat.ist'e.cho c:on la v1da. CA HA A 0 H.0 CD 
tic cbtenqo (ort:alea peC'son,1!. ni C'l!S.paldo de •i. Olos. CA 11.A A 0 HD CO 
lo. 71t:nqo una sttnsaclon di! bloenast.ar con respecto 
.i la di.rocr::i.an en La que va., 111 vid.i. CJ.. KA A 0 HD CO 
l l. Crea q\le a Llios l1t prll!oc:upan ans probleru . .s. CA KA A. O HD co 
12. N'o dlsrrut.o C.lsi nada de la vida. CA HA A. c KO CO 
~J. tro tenqo una relacu:in p•r.!lc::mal con Olos 
c;ue me sat.isfaqa, CA KA A. O HO CD 
!.4. Ke siento blen con ra:spec'.:.a a ni !1Jturo. CA KA >. O KO CO 
15. Hi relaclOn con Di.cs me aY'Jd& a no senclne solo. CA KA A O "O CO 
l&. Slento que La vlda utA ll.ena de con!llctos 
y ln!cllcld.id. 
l 7. He s1ento ~J.s pleno cuando e:st.oy en co01unlOn 
con Clos. 
18. ~ vida no ti.enc mucho 3ilqnl!lc:ado. 
19'. ~i c-elac:ldn con Dios t:oncribuy• fl ttl aent.ldo de 
bl•nestar. 
CA!'(}.A.OKOCO 
CA KA A. 0 KO CD 
CA HA '- 0 HD CO 
CA KA A. 0 HD CO 
20. Ct"aO que: hay un propcalco voC"dad•ra para al e:xlstenc1a. CJ.. KA A C HD CC 
Note. The orl13lnal SWDS l!I rroru "Splrltual Well-Bclng: 
Conceptuall::.ation and Hea:surement" by C. W. Elll!!on, 1983, ~ 
or Psyc/'\ology and Theology, .!..!· P~ J4Q, f:nglt.3h SWOS Copyrlght. 
1982 J.nd Spanl!lh SWBS Copyrlght 1994 1 1996 by Cralg W. Elll:ion 
and Raymond F. Palout=lan. r\ll rlr;ht:'J rc3erved. Tran:ilatlon 
by Kay C. Bruce and Ted Stagner l~ by courtesy. ~ot to be 
dupUcatec.1 unle!13 expre~3 wrltten per'ml:J!llon L~ granted by Cralg 




Please do not tura this pa9e until you ha Ye completed the first 
page. Once yo.., have completed the Eicst page, please do not 
refer !:lack to it when working on the second page. 
important enat you work on only one page at a time. 
It is very 
S;:ianish SWBS 
ror ••cl\ ot tl'I• !ol1owi~ 1ut~c• ~ t..n• ::noJ.c:e th•C Oti•t Lnd:&.C:tt•• 
t:'I• ••t•n.t ot your 1q[ .... nt. or dJ.a.a<;c•-a~ •• it ::111cr.Lb•• vouc ;;:.r•ol\41 
••P.rL•nc•• 
0 - C111qr .. Sli - Stror:qly J.qr•• 
AA ~ Mod•rat11ly Aqr•• 
" - A,qr•• 
1'10 - -"IOdlntaLy OJ.uc;r•• 
SD - St:'Ohq'ly a.1..aa,u• 
,-----------5'1.*Sllt QuUt.t.on•-----------.., 
:: don ·c lt40• nr..- u.nr qr1Ln1 o( un4 •t• on ti'!.• :l••cft. @KA A O KO SCI 
E :.:nav •r r:...... @MA A a "ll SD 
t don ·c 11now ay •qe. !ii.a. KA A a ~@ 
l. [ dOQ "t Und web HClaC•C:UOG in priv&t• 
pray1r •Lt.b Cod. SA lllA A D llUl .SD 
l - ! don ·c lr.:lav •l'lo I. aa. •!'Iara t c:.,.. tree. or 
•h•t• [ •• qoLnf. Sl ......... D fUI ,0 
[ ~·•l t!'l•t. L1.t:a l• • ;o•Lta.v• ··~rlenca. SI. AA .. D l'lD SD 
1. r :)•l1eva that Cod 11 u~p•c•on..\ 1Dd not 
lnt1c11ted 1n ::i.y :1u.ly IL'Cl.i&t.l.ona. SA. KA .t. 0 ltD SQ 
IS. r !••1 Jf\HCt11d lDCUt. 1111' tucure. SA KA ... a ltO SD 
I. n1ve • j:u•on.alty •••nlnqful ralau.oaaolp wu:h Go-ct. SA lllA Ao P'tD so 
I. : !••1 \JHY fu.lUll•d £nd nr.L•t1ff WLUI. lLte. SA IU A. 0 l'tD SD 
'· [;Jon"!: l•C llUCf'I p•c•at11l 1tru1qc.tl •nd IU~Ct 
!n:i• tJy Ced, SA MA A 0 l't..D SO 
~O. t !••l • Hnae of ••ll-~14tf •.bc:Nt t.ll• dlrieetlon 
:11y l1fa LI l"l•adad .LQ. SA~ A 0 JtD 50 
ll. t ~•L~•Y• t!!.•c Cod 11 c:onct.rned •bout ::1y pcobl••· SA AA A 0 !CO SO 
l2. [ don"t. •J\JOY •uch 11>o1,1t. 11:.. S.\ KA" 0 IUI so 
tl. r don·c hi.Va• pH·1on.111ly Ht..tafyldq nlnJ.ouru.p 
•Ltn OQd. SA ""' A. 0 !'CD SO 
~... [ h•l otoo<l U)OUC •Y f..i.tun. SA. KA A 0 "D SD 
lS. !'ty relatian1blp wl.1:h Cod 11.elp• oe nee ta t••l lon•ly. SA""'- A O ICD .!O 
~'- [ tt•L ef'lat:. tU'• La tu.LL of cacf\LC:t and 11Ma1:11;1Ln•t•. SA AA AD !CD SO 
l 7' [ t'••l .:IOIC htltllled •Ma [ ... Ln clot• co-Un LOI! 
wi.t!I i;od. SA AA A. 0 MD SO 
ll. t.1te doeu,·c have *'eh •••.!Ut'llf. SA MA A·O KD 50 
l'L 'fY" raleuoa w1ttl. G:ld concubut.1• te> ·~ un•• at 
... 11-cunq. SA. KA .. D l'lD SD 
~o. [ t:l•l1av1 Chte•• LI ·~ CH.I. pucpo•• toe •Y t Lt•. SA MA A. 0 "'D SD 
"'Ct•. rr:i• "'i'o11'1t1al N•ll·k1nq1 C::inrtOtl.l1l1't1ClOn ind 1'1.1111ure .. nc• tly C. "'· 
ttluan. lUJ, Journ11l at P1Y£"OIOoe1y t11d fl'l•ol01y. ll• "· HO. swt Se•l• 
c~oyuqnc. l1tl b:~ Cruq •· lllLtc:in and l11Y9C1nd. r. ;i11aucuan • .\II nql'!tt 
r•••rv1d. !tot ta ti• duplJ.eat.ed 1.1nl••t •11Pr••• •rle.t•n ;•r•J.ttJ.Cn L.I ;r1nct-d 
by ti'\• 1ut!'lcr1 or oy t.J.fe Ad11lnce. [ne., 11 t'r~nt St.., ~y•e•. !-l't lH,O. 
ile"rJ.nttd tiy p.i:·•Ut.Lon. It.t•t 1r• teartd trc• l to '· "ltn • 1uqn•r :11.11cer 
rtor•t•nt~nq :uc• w•l l •bt1nf1. l•v•r•• 1coc-tnq for n1q1t1v•ly .,crdtd Lt"•· 




















Explanation of Ra~ Data 
01 : Iden ti fie at ion Number 
02: Group 
03: Gender 
04: Age in Years 
05: Denomination 
06: ~lumber of Years Lived in United 
07: ~lumber of Years as a Christian 
08: Heritage 
09: Preferred Language 
10: Language Spoken in Home 
11: F'irst Language as a Child 
12: Ability to Read English 
1 3: Ability to Read Spanish 









4 35 5 3 
43 30 6 3 
6 6 6 l 1 l 6 l 6 
l l 66 265 J l 0 6 
l 
l 6 
42 35 3 J • l l 6 6 l 6 6 " 1 6 l l 5 l 6 




LS 13 3 2 ° 1 6 6 2 6 5 3 l 3 s 
1 6 6 
2 6 




J 2 ~ 
3 :! 
1661 66 
1 6 6 l 1 6 6 


























2 2 2 
2 2 
2 3 2 
2 2 
1 5 l 3 4 3 3 
2 6 l l 6 0 l 
3 4 l l 6 6 l 
2 2 3 6 6 l 1 5 5 l 
3 1 2 2 4 4 1 4 4 4 l 
3 3 2 ] l 4 4 3 l 4 4 3 
2 2 3 1 3 6 l 2 6 l 3 
2 2 4 l 6 6 1 6 1 1 
14 l 
'5 l 
16 ., 36 







9 9 22 116612641 
H 9 l 2 
.; 23 4 2 
25 4 3 
35 1 2 
~ 14 57 s 3 
2 2 3 1 6 6 1 1 6 6 l 
2 " 6 6 1 1 6 6 l 
3 3 l 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 
2 2 3 l 6 6 1 l 6 6 2 
































l l 2 4 l 6 6 
2 1 2 2 4 l 6 4 
12 24144 
412 2>11661 
l 2 4 l .; 
2 4 l 3 2 2 l l 
1 2 2 2 l 6 6 
l 3 2 3 1 6 6 l 
4 l 3 2 2 l 6 6 l 
3 l 2 2 3 l 6 6 1 
9 1 3 2 2 l l 6 l l 
l 2 2 2 3 4 6 
l 6 6 
3 4 4 
s 3 
1 5 5 l 
1 6 l 
J 6 l 3 
3 6 1 
1 6 6 1 
3 4 .. 3 
36 l l 25 4 
371227 
38 l 27 
3 3 1 2 2 2 2 1 6 l 
3 7 3 2 l 6 6 l 
3 21 22 1661 
7 15 1 2 2 2 1 6 1 
9 1 1 2 2 l 2 1 
6 6 2 
1 6 6 1 
1 6 6 1 
1 6 5 1 
3 6 6 3 
l 6 6 1 
1 6 6 l 
l 6 6 1 

















9 1 2 2 l 6 3 
B 22 2 3 2 6 6 
2 : 4 6 l ii 
16 3 3 2 2 2 l 6 2 
4 3 2 2 3 l l 1 l 
l 25 4 2 2 2 3 l 4 4 l 
~4 10 l 2 3 2 2 l 6 l 
50 2 2 2 4 l l 6 1 
1 6 6 3 
l 6 6 1 
3 4 4 1 
3 6 3 
l 6 l 
l 4 6 3 
l 6 3 l 
l 4 l 
50 l 2 
51 l 
34 7 l 3 1 2 l 1 4 5 l 
19 2 l 2 3 2 l l 6 6 l l 
33 l 33 lB 7 l l l l 1 6 l l 
45 l 20 10 1 3 2 l l 6 6 1 
52 1 27 44 7 1 l 1 6 6 1 
J 6 5 1 
6 4 J 
6 4 2 
6 6 l 
6 6 l 












l 67 45 6 1 1 l l 6 6 1 1 
34 1 12 15 4 2 2 1 6 6 l 1 
2 47 2 47 35 1 l 4 1 l 4 6 1 1 
24 4 20 3 l 3 2 1 l 6 6 1 l 
20 4 5 9 4 2 2 1 l 2 6 l 
s 1 2 2 2 l 5 6 1 
4 6 l 
6 6 1 
6 4 2 
6 6 25 
18 




l 2 2 4 5 6 l 
6 l J 2 l 6 l 
6 l 6 
6 6 l 
l 6 6 3 
2 l 2 2 2 6 6 2 
l 6 6 
6 6 l 6 6 
4 3 
3 6 
4 3 3 4 3 4 
6 1 6 6 l l 6 6 6 
6 6 l l 6 l l 
l 6 l 
6 l 6 
ii l l l 5 


















6 3 6 l 5 
4 3 4 l 4 
3 4 4 l 3 
6 1 l • 6 
6 2 1 6 
l 1 
l 6 




l 6 6 6 6 1 6 6 
36433336 
344311 4 


























l l 6 6 1 4 l 
l 4 6 l l 3 6 l l 
2 6 4 l l 4 5 1 l 
l 6 6 l l 4 l 6 l 
l l 6 6 l l l 6 l 1 
3 l 6 6 3 2 l 6 3 l 
1 4 3 6 4 6 4 6 6 
l 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
6 6 1 3 3 6 3 l 
l 6 6 l 4 l 5 l l 
465 3 51 
6 6 6 l 
2 6 2 l 6 6 l 5 6 
161 66 16 6 
l 4 l 2 6 l 2 l 
l 2 
l 
2 6 6 l l 6 l l 
6 3 l 6 2 l l 6 l l 
41146 141631 
6 l 3 5 6 3 3 3 3 6 l 3 
4 4 lll 411 
3 44114 41 
6 4 6 3 6 3 6 6 1 l 
4 5 4 ~ l l l 
6 5513 l ll 
3 6 4 4 3 l l 6 3 1 
l 6 6 6 2 l l 4 1 2 
4 6 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
2 6 l 6 5 2 3 l l 
l 6 l 6 6 1 l 4 l 6 l 
2 6 l 6 6 2 2 5 l 6 l l 
15 1661 4 611 
16 1661 61111 
6 6 l 5 4 3 2 6 l l 
l 6 6 l 6 6 4 J 2 5 5 l 
6 6 l 6 6 4 3 2 5 5 l 
6 1 l 6 6 1 l l 6 l l 




62 J 2 32 3 15 l 2 2 6 6 l s 4 l l 4 J 4 l 
63 3 2 35 25 JO 4 3 l 1 6 6 1 6 6 l 2 6 6 l 6 l 
64 J l 38 18 16 l 3 2 l 1 6 6 1 6 6 l 4 4 6 2 3 l 
65 ) 2l l 21 1 J 4 1 5 2 6 J 3 6 6 6 2 l 6 l 6 
66 J 2 3 l l 6 l 6 l l 6 2 l 6 2 l 6 l 6 
67 ) 21 6 l l 5 l l 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 4 
69 2 20 3 l 2 l 6 l 6 5 1 2 6 5 1 6 2 l 2 l 5 
69 2 23 6 5 l 3 l 6 6 6 l 1 6 3 1 6 6 l l 4 l 6 l 
70 2 3 10 4 3 l 6 6 l 6 l l 6 l 1 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
71 l 9 l 1 2 l 4 4 l 5 l 2 2 l 4 6 2 ) ) 6 l l 
7" l 28 9 10 l ) l 3 2 2 J 2 5 4 3 2 ) 4 2 3 5 3 3 
73 1 29 lO 10 l 2 l 5 s l 6 1 1 6 l l 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
74 1 23 12 1 l 2 l 5 J ) 6 l 5 2 2 2 ) 2 3 6 l 1 l 2 l l 
75 l 26 7 26 2 l 6 4 1 6 5 6 3 6 l 3 6 6 2 1 6 l 6 1 l 
76 6 l 32 37 21 3 1 l 6 6 l 6 6 l l 6 l l 6 6 l l l l 6 l 
77 6 2 46 1 33 5 2 2 l 6 6 1 6 6 l l 6 l 6 6 1 l 5 l 6 l l 
78 6 l p 4 6 4 2 2 2 2 l 6 l 6 l l 2 6 2 l 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
79 45 6 45 24 l 3 3 4 l l 6 l 6 6 l l 6 l 1 6 6 l l 5 l 6 1 l 
ea 6 7 3 !.5 6 3 3 2 1 1 6 l 6 6 l l 6 1 l 6 6 l l 6 1 6 l l 
9l 6 l 6 46 2J l 2 3 2 1 l 6 6 l 6 6 l l 6 1 1 6 6 1 l 6 l 6 l l 
82 6 2 19 9 19 2 l J J l l 2 6 6 l 6 6 l l 6 1 l 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
83 5 1 69 J 7 69 5 2 2 l 6 6 l 6 6 l t 6 l l 6 6 1 1 6 l 6 1 1 
84 5 2 JS ) 27 JS l l l 6 l 6 l l 6 1 l 6 6 l l 6 6 l l 
es 5 l 0 J 26 43 1 3 ) 2 l 4 4 l 6 6 3 J 4 2 l 4 4 l l 4 6 l 
36 5 2 42 J 22 5 ) 3 l 5 6 l 6 6 l l 6 l 1 6 6 l 1 6 6 1 
87 5 2 37 ) 15 37 l ) 3 l l 6 6 3 6 3 l 3 6 3 l 6 6 4 l 3 l 6 l 
98 5 l 4J J JO 43 1 J 2 l 6 6 l 6 5 1 2 6 l l 4 6 2 l 3 1 6 l 
89 5 2 66 3 7 60 5 2 3 l 6 6 l l l l l 6 1 l 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
91 5 56 3 1 3 3 3 l 6 6 l 1 6 l 1 6 l l 6 6 l l 4 6 l 1 
92 5 58 ) ~7 58 l 2 2 4 l 6 6 l l l l 2 6 2 l 6 6 4 l 2 l 4 l l 
9) s l 3 8 2 2 3 l 6 6 l l 6 1 l l 6 l l 6 6 l 1 6 l 6 l 1 
94 5 2 45 J 5 45 2 J 3 1 1 6 l l 6 2 l l 6 l l l 1 l l 3 l l l l 
95 5 2 42 3 20 42 2 3 2 1 6 l 5 6 l l l 2 1 2 l 2 l 4 l l 1 1 
96 5 2 33 J ll ]J 2 l 6 6 l 6 l l 6 2 l 6 6 4 1 2 1 6 1 l 
97 5 2 33 J 17 33 l 2 2 l 6 6 l l l l l 5 2 l 6 6 4 2 2 1 6 l l 
98 5 2 29 3 8 28 L 2 3 3 6 6 1 4 4 J 3 4 ) l 6 4 3 l 4 l ) l 
99 5 2 40 3 18 H l ) 2 3 5 l 3 l 2 6 3 l 5 l 2 1 5 1 1 l l 
100 5 l JO J 10 30 1 3 2 2 6 l 6 6 l 1 6 1 l 6 6 l l 6 l 6 l l 
:01 6 SS 2 2 23 3 2 2 4 l 2 6 6 l 2 6 1 l 5 6 l 2 l 6 l 2 
102 6 25 e 7 l 2 2 6 6 l l 6 6 l 3 l l 6 6 6 l 6 l l 
103 6 l 19 8 6 l 2 2 6 6 l l 6 6 l l 6 l l 6 6 l 6 6 l l 
!04 6 l 55 l s 35 5 2 2 6 6 l L 6 6 L 3 6 l l 6 6 3 J l 6 l l 
106 7 l 33 ll 20 l 6 l l 6 6 l l 6 l l 6 6 l 6 l 6 l l 
107 7 l 39 15 8 2 l 3 ) 6 6 J 3 6 2 1 6 6 6 l 5 l 6 l l 
108 7 l 40 25 6 6 l l 6 6 l 6 l l 6 6 2 l 5 l 6 l l 
109 7 29 11 17 6 6 l l 6 l l l 6 l 6 6 1 4 l 6 l l 
110 7 60 60 30 6 6 l 3 6 6 3 J 6 J l 6 6 1 1 6 1 6 l J 
111 7 24 21 9 4 4 l oj 6 2 J 5 4 4 3 2 4 4 4 l 3 l J 4 
112 7 l 45 20 9 l l 1 4 l l 2 6 l l 4 4 l 4 l 4 l 
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- - cor=eLHlon coe!!lc.:.ent.s 
SE:X AGE: '{RSCHJl YRS US OE!ICH HER IT 
s;.."'B - . lOll .1692 .1J7L .2054 .2lJ7 .170J 
I U.01 101) I l04 I I :001 I 75) I l04) 
P- . 293 P• . 093 P• .165 P• .Oll P• .066 P• . 084 
Riil! -.0752 .1J04 . 0623 . 2099 • 2.Ci'73 .1:30 
I l10l I :011 I 1041 I 1091 I 751 1041 
P• . '35 P• . 194 P• . 5l0 P• . 029 P• . 074 P• . 254 
•."B - . !.014 .LH7 . !.150 . l 151 . !.311 . 1930 
I 1101 I 10 ti I L04) I LOS I I 75) I 10 41 
P• . 264 P• . OSI. P• . 076 P• .069 P• .100 P• . 050 
I Coet ti.cient I (Ca.Se.SI I 2-ta.i.led s .:.;n1 f icance I 
. H pc:.nted l.~ • caet!1c:1ent cannot be computed 
PREFLAI' SPKHSE SPKCHLD R0£NG ROS PAA 
5111! . 0401 - . 1004 - . 1065 - .2J8l - .0945 
I Ull I 104 J I 104 I I 1011 I 104) 
P• . 686 P• . llO P• '282 P• .017 P• . )40 
Rll1! -.·J229 !.62" ;400 - . i 300 -.H9S 
I :011 l04 I ( !.04) I 1011 I 1041 
P• . 920 ?• .100 P• .156 P• .OH P• .llO 
•"11 . 0852 -.0311 -.0651 - . 2ll 7 -.OJH 
lO II I 1041 I 1041 I 1011 I 104) 
P• . J97 P• .109 P• . 511 P• .034 <• . 106 
(Coettic!.ent I {Ca.,e.sJ I 2-tailed S!gn.1. flea nee) 
. 13 pnnted t! d c::ief'!lc1en':. cannot be computed. 
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- - Cocre.1.at!.on coefi:'i.c!.ent.:s 
Rllll !:""1! S"8 .>.CCUL 
RW!I l .0000 .H24 . 9023 . 0450 
I lll) I lll I ( l.ll 1 I 96) 
P• e• .000 e- .ooo P• . 663 
!:""11 . 7121 L.0000 . 9454 .0946 
I lll) ( lll) ( lll) I 96) 
P• .ooo P• P• .ooo i'• . J59 
swa . 9023 . 9454. LOOOO .0792 
I llll I llll I lll) ( 961 
e- .ooo P• .000 P• P• .443 
AC CUL .0450 .0946 .0792 l.0000 
I 96) I 96) I 961 I 96) 
e- . 663 P• . 359 e- .443 P• 
(Coeft'icient I (C.t.sesl I Z-t:a1led Siqn.1.tic;anceJ 
. " '-' printed H .& c:oet't'ic1ent car.not. be compueed 
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"-~LIA9 I " l T A"At.YS!S S C A [. & IS "<l Bl 
tte:o.-tocal St4C.l.StlC!ll 
Scale S.::ale Coc-rected 
Hean variance Item.- A.lpho 
tt Item lf ttem. 'Tot.al i.t IC.em 
Deleted Deleted Correl1t1on Deleted 
01 !.Cl. 279J lJ0.1304 .2868 . 8359 
Q2 100.8649 130. 7S4J . 3566 .8294 
Ql 100.J5l4 139.5027 . 2S5J .8317 
Q4 L00.6396 1J4. L962 . 45Jl .8257 
Q5 L00.5586 IJ7.6670 . 3013 .8309 
06 101. 5405 LZS.7415 .2967 .8366 
Q7 100. 7477 lJl.6631 .sou . B23J 
QB 101.0270 130.6811 .H57 . 8239 
09 100 .6486 1.2.9. 9027 .5846 .019J 
QlO 101.06)1 U0.6960 . 4122 . 9263 
Qll 100. 4085 134. 5240 . 4967 .8251 
Ql2 LOO. 9640 L24. 5260 . 6179 .Sl57 
Q13 100.9820 127.0179 . 4 741 .8231 
QL4 LOl.1261 L27 .2567 .5099 .8H3 
Ql5 LOO. 6126 LJ4.7849 . 3223 .8301 
Ql6 102 .1802 LH. 9127 . 4406 . 8258 
Ql 7 100.51J5 LJ5.2JJ9 . )638 .628 6 
Ql9 100. 96H L27.U79 . 5165 .8209 
Ql9 100,6126 lJJ. HB6 . 3664 .8275 
Q20 100.5495 133. 8J L6 . J982 .6271 
Rel.u.b1ll.tY Coe!t:.e1ent:..5 
N oe C.&!U!!I • lll.O " o( Ite:a_, • 20 
;:l,J.ph.a • . 63J1 
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RELIABILIT ANALYS I S S C A L & IR W 8) 
!t.em.-tot.sl St4t:.l..5t!.C!! 
Scale scale Corrected. 
:-Jean v.u::.i.dnce !tee- Alpha 
l~ !te.m :..t I~em Total i.: Iteai 
Deleted Deleted CorrclatJ.On ::>eleted 
Ql so. 2072 Z4. 8930 .i9U . Jl46 
Q3 49. 2793 29. 4031 .1686 .6815 
QS 49.4865 27.7248 . J097 . 6660 
07 49.6757 25.6029 ,4544 .6406 
09 49. 5766 24-2100 .5489 .6204 
011 49.3964 26. 9142 . 4386 .603 
Qll 49.9099 23-6464 ,3947 . 6502 
QlS 49.5405 26.1233 • 3370 . 6603 
017 49.HU Z6.5ll5 . 3150 . 6546 
Ql9 49. 5405 Z!i. 9415 . 3817 . 6523 
RelJ.&bl.l.i.ty Coetti.eient:.i 
~ ot ca.~e.s • lll.O N of Iteiu • lO 
A.lph& - .6827 
REL!ABILIT ANALYS I S S C A L £ IE W 6) 
!te.m-tOt.41 St4t.l!!tl.C.5 
Scale scale Corrected 
!-fean Variance !~em- Alpha 
J..t I.tem i.t tcea Tot11l ll re.em 
Deleted. Deleted Co.rrel•tion Deleted 
QZ 45. 7477 46.4631 .JlZS , 1374 
Q4 45.5225 47-6516 .4773 . 1202 
Q6 46.4234 O.J736 .JZ64 .HJS 
QB 45.9099 46. 4l00 .4295 . 1ZOB 
QlO 45.9459 46.2516 .Jell .126] 
Ql2 45.8H8 42.6945 . 5893 . 6958 
Q14 46. 0090 H. 0090 - 4950 - 7098 
Ql6 47 .0631 42.0596 . 4407 . HS9 
Ql9 45. H77 44.9176 . 4425 . 7l77 
Q20 45.4324 49. 5568 .2698 . 7400 
Reliab1ll.t.y caeUic:ient.t 
N ot C•3C.:f • lll. 0 N or re.nu • io 
Alpha. • . 7439 
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- - ::orreli1.t.1on c..:ieeuc1ent.s 
SEX AGE iJENCH YR.SUS YRSCRR HERIT 
;;.~,;as . 2575 .1190 - .1947 . 3357 - . 2725 - .0424 
( 2ll 21) I l5 I ( 22} ( Zll ( iz 1 
P• . 260 P• . 608 ;?• . 510 P• .127 P• .2J2 P• . 852 
;:was . 2.519 . 0731 - . 0612 .2834 .0962 .2464 
( .:?lJ Zll ( 15) ( ZZI ( Hi ( Z2 I 
P• .2H P• . 152 ?• . 828 P• . 201 P• . 678 P• . 269 
S;.JBS . Z14 4 - • 02l<i - .1252 . lJl9 -.0925 .109] 
( 2ll I "ll lS I 22 J ( Zl) ( 22) 
P• . 229 P• . 919 ·- . 657 P• . lll P• .690 P• . 628 
(C.::ie!tici.ent I !C.s.se~) I 2-c.u.led s19nitJ.c<11.ncet 
. . .. PC'.lnted it • coefh.cienc. cannot btt eo:nputed 
RDE:NG R!JSPAH PR.HI.A.'< SPKl!St SPKCKt.Il 
~Wl!S - .1957 --1940 .Z69! 
( 221 ( 22 J 22) ( 22) ( 22) 
P• . 408 P• ·- ?• . 387 P• .226 
f:'Jl!S . l 145 - .1450 .l9H 
I 2:Z) I 22) 221 ( 221 ( 22 I 
P• . 437 P• ?• ·- . 520 e• . 374 
Sl(!!S - . 0061 -.1917 .2512 
( 22) ( 221 [ ::?2) [ 22) ( 22> 
?• . 979 P• P• ?• . 418 P• .2H 
!Coet't!.Cl.enc. I (C.t!le3l I 2-ta1l~d Sl.gni eic:.a:u:sJ 







e• . 136 
. OJJ4 




P• . 919 
. 0620 
( 221 
P• . 784 
.1824 
I 221 
<• . 416 
.1294 
22} 
e• . SEC 
- - Co.r:re!at.Lon coettic!.ent.s 
(Cce!t1cienc I (Ca.se.s) I 2-ta.Lled Siqnificance.> 
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'" l.S printed. 1! d. coetfJ..c:ienC cannot be computed 
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si.;:t.tAS!:.ITY ANALYSIS S CA!:. (S It B SI 
rte:n-tot.s.l. Stat.i..st..l.C3 
Scale scale corrected 
M'C4n V11U'J.olr\C:e rt.cm.- A.lpha 
H IteA l.t IteA Total it Item 
Celeted Deleted Correlation Oelet.ed 
(ll 99-2273 162. LB40 . 5605 . 8564 
QZ 99.0455 170.1407 . 3640 .8628 
Q3 98.8182 170.2511 . 5040 .86ll 
·24 99.1364 167.7'24 . 4429 .8607 
Q5 99.0455 166.5216 .SHO .8596 
06 99.9545 160. 9979 . 3199 . 8679 
Q7 39. 2273 159. 3269 . 7933 .9510 
Q8 99.3636 164.4329 .5122 .8583 
Q9 99.1364 157. 4567 .6305 .8531 
QlO 99. 1127 160.3745 . 4552 . 8596 
Qll 99.0909 163.8009 . 6285 .8560 
Ql2 99.4545 160. 6107 . 4176 . 8614 
Qll 99.5909 156.6342 .5342 .8563 
()14 99.8182 159.5844 . 4132 . B620 
QlS 99 .5909 162.8241 .JZ9Z . 6657 
Ql6 L00.6364 160.2424 .3006 .8705 
Q!7 99.2727 160. 3983 . 5146 .9573 
QL8 99.1364 161.0758 . 7090 . 8532 
Ql9 99. ll62 158.4111 . 5838 . 9517 
Q20 99.4545 !58.7359 . 4358 . 8610 
Reliabi.li..c.y Coet!ic:.:.enc.s 
N of Ca..se.s • Z2 .0 N' oC Item.s • 20 
"1.pha • . 8655 



























N' a! Ca.ses • 22 .0 
.Uph• • .d326 
Selle Corrected 
'lariance Item.-
it Item Tot11l 
Deleted Corre:l.l.t1on 
4J.5758 .4742 
46.6602 . 5320 
45 .• 918 .1795 
41.6710 . H95 
H. 6883 .5119 
42.6429 . 7055 
J9.52JB . 5229 
40. 4762 . 4228 
41.0844 . 5359 
40. JOJO . 5939 
N'o!Itl!:m..s•lO 
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r1.tr.r;1.arr.rr "-NALYS I S S C ;\ L (£ Ii B S) 
::~!!1.-cotal St.atJ.3Cl.C3 
Scale Scale corrected. 
."l:ean varl.a!'lce [~em.- Alpha 
J.f !tea l.f Item ~oc.a.l l! !t.e:n 
Deleted Deleted Correl.tel.on Oe.!.eted 
QZ 4S. 0000 46.0000 .ZJJO . 696L 
Q4 45.0909 45 .0390 .4108 . 6726 
Q6 45 '9091 40.2771 . 3519 .6846 
QB 45.3192 44 .2213 '4588 .6702 
;<10 41.7273 H.54Ll .4314 . 6668 
Ql2 41. 4091 39 .5866 . I 122 . 6506 
·;<14 45.7727 0. 1364 .2142 . 6970 
Ql6 46. 5909 40.4437 . 2952 . 7013 
QlB 45.0909 42 .8485 . 6296 . 5519 
Q20 45. 4091 0 -3961 . 2607 . 6996 
N Of It:etU • 10 














































Rel.t.ab.t.l.L.c.y cce i: rtc!.ent.s 
N o~ Ca..se.s • 22 .0 














































. 54 94 
. 4810 
. 7271 
~ oe Ite.m.s • 20 
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N ot C4.5CS • 22. 0 








































































H ot Itezu • 10 
















































·:Jl ~y 96 SPSS foo HS i(UJDCWS Release 6. 0 
correla.tion coe!!!.cl.ent.s 
•WBS ::-.ras S"o"BS RWBX2 !:'o"BXZ SWBX2 
RWBS l. 0000 .HOl - 9328 . 5521 . 6590 . 10!5 
Z2) I 221 I 2:? I I 221 ( 22) I 221 .. .. . ooo P• . 000 ·- .OOl P• . 001 P• . 000 
E:"-'BS .7401 1. 0000 . 9J21 . SlJS .62CB . 6018 
( 221 I 221 221 ( 221 I 221 ( 221 
P• . coo P• P• . 000 .. . 015 .. .002 .. .OOJ 
s;ros . 9328 .9JZ1 ' coco .6248 . 6882 . 1019 I 221 I 221 I 221 ( 221 221 ( 22) 
?• .coo .. .000 P• P• .002 P• .000 .. .coo 
RWBXZ . 6521 . SlJS . 62~8 l. 0000 .1162 . 9J12 
221 22 > ( 221 ( 221 ( 221 221 
P• . 001 P• . 015 P• .002 .. P• .coo P• .coo 
::--ax2 . 6530 . 6248 . 6882 - 7462 l. 0000 .9Jl5 
( 221 I 221 ( 221 I 221 I 221 ( 221 
?• . 001 .. . 002 e• .000 P• .ace P• P• .coo 
SllllX2 . 7015 . 607!3 . 1019 . 9J12 . 9315 l .oooo 
( 221 I 221 I 221 ( 221 ( 221 ( 221 .. .ooo P• .OOJ P• .coo .. .000 P• . 000 P• 
(Coeft!ci.ent I !C&.H!!il I 2-ta.iled si.9n1 tJ.c:a.nce I 
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- Corrcla.tJ.on Coctt1ci.ent.s 
.3EX .:..GE: HER!T 'CR.SUS YRSCH1' l<CC1JL 
~W'SS - . :OH . 2969 .1802 . L465 . 2920 . :?.934 
I J6 I 311 ( 291 ( 361 I JS I I 36) 
P• . S4 s .,. . llS e• . JSO P• . 394 <· .069 e• . 082 
£'.(BS - . l !.56 . 3134 . '.647 . ll26 _ JJOJ .=:909 
( J6J ( ll J I 2.S I J6) I JS I ( JOJ ·- . 50.Z ·- . :JB6 P• - 393 <• .44l P• . 053 ?• .oes 
S'IBS - . :173 . J22! . :ssi .!HS . JJ44 _ JQ1 s 
I 361 I 3ll I 291 ( )6{ I JS J I 36) 
P• . 494 ?• .on e• 'l28 e• . .;oo P• 'oso P• . 068 
rt WOE -.OSH . 3366 .2SJ'7 .1922 • 3663 . 3226 
( J6) ( lt) ( i9> I )6) I JS I ( )6) 
P• . 126 P• . 064 P• . l84 e• . 262 ·- . OJO ?• . 055 
EWBE - . !269 .3791 .1920 . 1134 .2101 .:913 
I 36) ( l ll ( 291 I )61 I JS! ( 36) 
<'• . 461 ?• . 035 P• . ]l.8 P• . 510 P• .ll 7 P• .249 
SWEE - '1042 . )157 . 2290 .!HJ _ ll86 . 2549 
( 36) J LI ( 29 l ( J6) I 35) ( 36) 
?• .545 e• .OJ7 <· .234 P• .JBS P• .062 P• .133 
rcoc!C'1c1ent I (Ca.se.s) I 2·~ai.led s1qnJ.!1c.tnc:e1 
. l5 printed ct • coe~t1:::.C!r:t :::annot be cornpuced 
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E'~E:t.AN SP.t<liSE: Sl?KCHLO ?.DENG ROS PM 
~:.<as - . ·J92l . J405 . l 16t . l.?2 4 
I 23 J I :91 I 291 I Z91 I z 91 
P• .6H P• .6)5 <• . J6l ?• P• . 521 
;;#BS - . l ~:6 . 09)2 . 0140 . ~ 196 
I IS I I :?9) 291 I 29 I I 29) 
P• . 512 P• . 631 P• . 10) P• P• . JSl 
S"'11S - . :160 .0924 . !Z.?O . l 76Z 
:s 1 I 2 'II :91 I Z91 I :91 
P• . 557 <• . 67 l P• . 529 P• ?• . l6l 
.o:oc!!:.e.1.cnt. I '~4.se.:sl I .1-c.a.J.led 5Lgr'l!.f.l.C4!'1CC) 
. 
" ?rinted ~~ • ..:oe!hcient ca.:inot be computed - - Co:reL:1.cion Coe:t!icicnts 
PR£FLAll S PKl!St SPKCHLO RO ENG ROSPA.'i 
RWB£ .lSll . !928 .2az2 . lQOB 
I ze 1 .?9) I 291 I ~9) 291 
e- . ~.; z ?• .316 P• . lJB P• P• . 003 
;;wee - . 03•5 . J9ll . ~SOl .lH6 
I .::a: I 2.91 I 291 I ~91 I .Z9) 
?• . S62 ?• .638 ?• . 680 P• P• . 433 
SW'BE .0431 . clH . l 107 . 1313 
I 23} I Z91 I 291 ( ."!91 29} 
P• . 925 P• .·Pl P• . 316 P• <• . 477 
1Coet't1cient I (C.t.Sf!::Sl I Z-t.a.J.led SignJ.!ica.no:::e) 
..... .!.3 printed. :..f <J. coe!tLC:U!:nt. cannot be cooput~d 
t-Ce!lt..S fo< .:.ndepende:~e !ld;riple!I oC ORDER 
Nuctbec 
~·a c .:.db le o ! Ca.!IC5 Mean so 
RWl!S 
ORDER 18 57.5556 J -1<8 
0R0£R 19 57.2222 L660 
M'can DJ.t:t'erencc • .JJJJ 
:'..ev~r.e's Te!lt. !o.r Cqu11.lJ.t.'.{ ot V4.r1ances: F• .594 
c-te.st. ~o: E:c;:ual.1..c·1 or ~e4n.5 

























S€ o! !-':ean 
. 142 
l. C9B 
P• . H6 
95\ 
er ~or ou~r 
t-2.l6l, l.028) 
1-2.JH, l.OH) 




te'.lene'!I :'e:at (.or Equal.:..t'{ ot '14Cl.4nCC!I: F• J.599 P• .066 
t-te:st C'or £qualJ.ty ot H'e4n!I 















c-:e.:!t.s !or :.r.dep•nd~nt sup.Les at ORDER 
Nwnb<tr 
'Jaci.ible of. ::a.se.s !>!ean so SE ot Mein 
SW1l~ 
CR0£.R 19 lll.2222 1. 519 l. 772 
ORDER 19 llO. 5000 ll. 798 J.252 
Hean D1tte:enci: • . 7222 
Levene• .:1 Te:st. for C:quality ot Variance3: E'• 2. 662 P• . U2 
c-te.st. tor Equality o! :-t:ean.s 95, 
va.r1ance3 t-value dt 2-Ta.11 S19 SE ot 01 ft ~I ror our 
C'l'Jal .19 H . 847 3. 704 (-6.806, a .2SlJ 
Unequal . \ 9 26. 2e . 947 J. 704 1-6.893, 9. lJ1J 
NUID.bec 
Variable o t Casoe:s Mean so S!. ot Mean 
RWllE 
ORO ER 18 57 .SJJJ J.908 .898 
ORDER 18 56.~444 5.89J 1.JO 
!'iean 01!'!'erence • l .. H89 
!.evene'$ Te3t !or: ~qual!.ty ot 'l&t!..ance:S: E'• l.926 P• .196 
t.-te.st for E:qu&ll.ty ot 1'1ean:s 


















c-t.e.sc.:s !or .Lr.dependent .sample3 Of C1'0£R 
Nuc.ber 
Va..c.u.ble o ! Ci.S•S Mean SD 5£ of! He•n 
EWBE 
ORC£R l8 55. J889 4. J54 l.026 
OR0£R L9 sz.eeeg 9. 982 Z. JSJ 
!"lean DL!'!erence • z._soao 
:..evene•:s Te.st !or Eql.lal.Lty ot. 'lar.u.nce.s: r- 5.560 e• .024 
t-te.st !or £quality ot Hean.s 95\ 
'/ac.Lance.s t.-va.iue df z-r.u.1 Siq 5£ of OL!f CI foe CH! 
Equal . 'l7 J4 • J37 i. 567 (-Z. 7\8, 7. 719) 
Unequal . 37 .2J - 24 . ]40 z. 561 <-Z.Sll, 7. Bll I 
Number 
'l.i:i...iblo at. Ca.se.s Hean SD SC of Kea.n 
SWB£ 
ORDER LB lll.2222 7. 727 LS2l 
oa,oe:R. LB !09.JJJJ LS. 462 J.644 
Hean D1H'ecence • 3.8889 
tevene's Te~t ~or Equality o! V11c1ance~: F• 4.2J3 /?• .047 
t-cesc. for E:qual1ty ot Hean.s 


















































































































N o! rcem.s - 2.0 
Spanish SWBS 






































:.. ~ Itetl. 
Deleced. 
52. 2222 
51. ..\44 4 
5 l. so co 
51.3699 




s l. _ sooo 
SLS:?.78 
~el:.ab.:..li. ty Coe~ f 1c:.ent.s 









lJ _ 2279 







s c .. I~ «l S SI 
Correct.~ 
:i:.e:o.- Alpha 
total LI Ite!e 
Coc::eLa.t.:.on Deleted 
. l0l2 . 7251 
. i.SJl . 6978 
. 0636 . 6974 
. 5021 . 6264 
. 5425 . 6438 
0042 . 6-1 JS 
. 3260 . 6111 
.HSS . 6490 
. OSOL . 6J71 
. 5590 . 6411 
N o~ :::.ecu • !.O 
Spanish SWBS 
189 















Rclu . .bil.i.r. y Coet ::.:.c~ent.s 
N' ot C43C!S • Jo.a 

















':':Jt•l ct :::::em 
COC"rel.atl.on Oel~c.ed 
. J79Z '9360 
.0499 .SlJS 
.nos '9487 
'7261 . 8012 
. 7I.e6 '809J 
. 7427 . 8028 
. 620) . BlZB 
'5082 . 8257 
. l9JB '9349 
'5262 . 8285 







































l 19. l64J 
127. 91J5 
129.72)0 
































































Re:.IABIL%.T'( AN'A.t.'tsr::s S CA L C IR W 8 El 
:-:em. .. cota.l St.1c.i.sci.c:11 
Scale Corrected 
V~riance Item- .>..!pita 



























Alpha • . 1999 
l6.J110 . 7310 . 7432 
24. 4001 .0000 .9099 
l8. 6540 .5661 .nos 
zo. 5960 . 6040 .1129 
16. 2063 . 5156 . 7996 
13. J6ll .4425 . 1903 
ta. H2l .1423 . 1481 
Zl. Z659 -4267 . 7879 
2l. 2659 .4267 . 1878 
ll.3286 .4l7l . 7898 
N ot tte.m..t • 10 
Spanish SWBS 
192 
RF.:t.!ABIL!T'f ANA.L'fSCS 5 c )\ r. • 1£ W a &I 
I te:n- total s ta. ti.3 tic~ 
Scale Correcc.ed 
Va.ri.anc• Item.- A.lph• 
















~l o( Ca.!le.! • 36. 0 











. ~943 . 6796 
. 5150 .8779 
. 5938 . 6162 
. 1452 . 6607 
. 61)44 . 6669 
. 8270 . 8554 
. 6534 . 854l 
.4778 • 692J 
. 7052 . 8655 
. 5892 . 8181 




'"'9E SWBE 1\WBE: 
RWBS . 7545 . 80J8 . 9109 
I J6J { J6J { 161 
?• .000 P• . 000 ?• .000 
;:was . 9l48 . 9144 .eOJJ 
( 361 I l6J I 361 
P• .000 ·- . 000 P• .000 
S>IBS . 9209 . 9.'.?44 .8496 
I J6J { J6J I l6J 
?• .ooo ?• .ooo ?• .000 
(Coeft:..c:ien~ I IC.i.se3J I 2-ca1le:d Si.qni!'.:..cance> 
..... l.3 printed i!' a coetticienc caMot be computed 
Appendix: L 




- - Oei.sc.r1puon of SuJ;);><:1pul.1.c.101U1 .. -
Sc.o.cuc:.e.s oC SW1! 
Sy !.i!Vf!l.S oC OENOM 
v.s.ria.bltt V•l1.1• L4bd H:e•n Std O•v c .. .se.s 
ror E'nt.1.re Populat.1att l07. 5333 tl. 4671 75 
~E.'IOK i. ao l06.J750 ll.6H8 40 
DE.'IOM 2. 00 l09.9333 e. zaos 6 
OE."I011 J.00 l08 .1667 9. 4636 l8 
OU/OM 4. 00 94. vOOO 17.4547 4 
OU/OM s. 00 llJ.0000 l 
OWOM 6.00 llB. 5000 . 1071 2 
OENOH 7 .oo lZ0.0000 l 
DE:IOM 9.00 119.JJJJ l.1H7 J 
Toc. .. l c.ue.t • l l.l 
!'1.J..Sl.1.nq Ca.ses .. 36 or 32.4 Pc:t 
- - An1lys1.s ot V•ri.inc• .. -
Oependenc. V•rl•Dle SW'! 
3y level• ot OE.'IOK 
v.uue Loibel Mean Std Dev sum ot Sq C&JO.!f 
l. 00 IOS. 3750 u. 6348 H79.J750 40 
2. 00 109. 8333 8. 2805 342 .9333 6 
J. 00 l08.l667 9. 4636 1522. 5000 18 
4. 00 94. 0000 17.4547 914. 0000 4 
s. 00 UJ.0000 .0000 l 
6. 00 119. 5000 . 7071 .5000 2 
7 .co 120. 0000 .oooo l 
8. 00 119.JJJJ l .1547 2. 6667 3 
--------......... -........ -------------------------




Dev. ~rona L.i.near1c.y 






R • .ZlJ'T 
8061.8750 
£t1 • .4141 







R squared • .0457 
61 120. 3265 












- - Oe,c.n.pt1on ct Subpopul.t.t.lon.s - -
Swtr.14Cl.C5 of R"8 
By !.cvell of OENOM 
'./&rub..l.e vi11ue Label Mean Std Dev Ca5e3 
:oc C:ntlre E'opulat.J.on 55. 6400 5. 5499 15 
OENOM L. 00 54. 9.250 1. as 90 40 
OEN OH 2 .00 56. 1667 ' H07 6 :iENCH l. 00 56' JJJJ L 9JO lB 
OE1'/CH '. 00 51 .2500 7. 84 7 5 ' DENCH 5. 00 60. 0000 1 
DENOM 6. 00 60. 0000 .oooo z 
DENCH 7. 00 60 .0000 L 
:EflOH 8. 00 60. 0000 .0000 J 
Tocal Ca.se!I • lll 
:-ti'.:iu.q ca:ie.s • 36 or J2. -1 Pct. 
- - A.n4ly.sl.' ot V1rianc:e - ... 
Depe:"!Cenc. van.able RWB 
Sy lcvel.s ot DE.NOH 
'Jalue t.a.bel Hean Std Dev Su:n ot Sq Ct..se.9 
l. 00 54.9250 5. 8 590 LJJB. 7 750 40 
2.00 56. 1667 '. 4901 100.BJJJ 6 
J.00 16.JJJJ 4.9349 H4 .0000 18 
LOO Sl.2500 7.9475 184. 1500 
s .00 60. 0000 .0000 
6. 00 60. 0000 .OOGO .0000 
7 .uo 60. 0000 .0000 
9. 00 oo .oaoo .cooo .0000 
------- ---------------------- -- - ---------
;."1 t~un Gcoup.s TO!!al SS. 6400 5.5157 20J8.358J 15 
Sum. o.C l1e.sn 
Source squareJ d. c. Squa..re F Sig. 
act.ween Groups 240. 9217 J4 .H74 t .1JlJ . J544 
L1neo1 r l c:.y 91.9848 97.9848 .2201 . 0772 
Dev. !'rem. Ll.near.Lt:.y 142. 9J69 Zl.9229 . 78JO . 5662 .. . 20?3 Squared - .000 
illthl.:t Gcoup' ZOJS. J56J 67 JO . 42JJ 
£ta • 'l251 £.ta. Squared • . 1057 
Spanish SWBS 
- - Of!! 3cr ::.pc.ion ot subpopul•tl.On.lf - -
Su:tr.1arie.:1 ot E:VB 
3y level.s of DENCH 
Vari-1ble Value Label Mean Std Dev Ca.se.s 
For Entire Popu.14:.ion Sl.8933 6. B94 75 
OtNOM ,.00 Sl. 4500 6. 5218 40 
OENOM z. 00 SJ. 6667 4. 9261 6 
OENOM l.00 51. 8333 6.UU 18 
00'.!IOM 4. 00 42. 7500 10.2754 • CENCM s.oo 53. 0000 l 
OE.NOH 6.00 58. 5000 , 701l 2 
DENCM 1. oo 60. 0000 l 
OENOM a .oo 59.JJJJ Ll547 J 
~Ot.sl Ca.!te!I • 11 l 
MJ.s:nnq Cases .. 36 OC' 32 .4 Pct 
- - M41Y,l.!I ot Var1ance - -
cependent va.c::.o10le E"WB 
Sy level..s o~ 0£NOK 
•1aJ.1Je !.4bel Hean Std Oev Sum of Sq case~ 
1.00 5l. 4500 6. 5278 1661. 9000 40 
2. 00 SJ. 6667 •. 9261 12l. JJJJ 6 
J.00 S!. 9JJJ 6.ll89 636.5000 18 
4. 00 42.7500 10.2754 Jl6. 7500 4 
s .00 SJ. 0000 .0000 l 
6.00 59. 5000 . 707l .5000 z 
1. 00 ;o. 0000 .0000 l 
8. oo 59. JJJ3 I. 1547 2. 6667· J -------- --------------------...... -----------








R • .1911 
2719.6500 
Eta • . 4463 
Sl. 99JJ 6' 3946 2739. 6500 75 
Mean 
d. :. square 
97. JS67 2.3809 
124. 9550 J.0559 
6 9l. 7569 2 .2664 
R squared • '0365 
67 40.6903 
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Education 
1996: Psy.D. (Anticipated) in Clinical Psychology, 
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1994: Diploma in World Ministry, Western 
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Clinical Experience 
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Vancouver, WA. Responsibilities: 
Individual Adult, Children, Family, and 
Marital Therapy. 
1995-96: Longview Psychological Group, Longview, 
WA. Responsibilities: Individual Adult, 
Family, Marital, and Group Therapy. 
1995-96: Peace Health St. John Hospital, Longview, 
WA. Responsibilities: Psychological 
Intern on Psychiatric Floor, including 
Psychological Testing, Individual Adult, 
and Group Therapy. 
1993-95: Sunnyside Counseling Center, Portland, 
OR. Responsibilities: Individual Adult 
and Group Therapy. 
1993: Counseling Center of Vancouver, 
Vancouver, WA. Responsibilities: 




1996- Western Seminary, Portland, OR. Title: 
Assistant Professor of Counseling. 
1980-93: La~ Office of Paul R. Bruce, Vancouver, 
WA. Title: Legal Assistant and Office 
Manager. 
?rofessional Achievement 
1994: Seminar Presentation, Christian 
Association for Psychological Services. 
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